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QrM T`QD2+iX aQK2 Q`;MBxiBQMb rBHH ?p2  bT2+B}+ QM@#Q`/BM; TQHB+v 7Q` M2r mb2`b- TQbbB#Hv BM+Hm/BM;
 bB;M2/ ;`22K2Mi iQ mb2 i?2 bvbi2K `2bTQMbB#Hv M/ +QM7Q`K rBi? HH M2+2bb`v `2;mHiQ`v `2[mB`2K2Mib
BMpQHpBM; i?2 mb2 Q7 ?mKM bm#D2+ibX
_1.*T Bb  +QMiBMmHHv 2pQHpBM; bQ7ir`2 T`QD2+i rBi?  p2`v +iBp2 mb2` 2+Qbvbi2KX L2r p2`bBQMb `2
`2H2b2/ QM  `2;mH` b+?2/mH2- M/ r?BH2 i?Bb #QQF rBHH mb2 i?2 KQbi `2+2Mi p2`bBQM pBH#H2 i i?2 iBK2 Q7
r`BiBM;- _1.*T p NXRXy- MQi HH 72im`2b rBHH #2 +Qp2`2/X PM2 Q7 i?2 ;QHb Q7 i?Bb #QQF Bb iQ T`QpB/2 M2r
mb2`b  +QM+Bb2 `2bQm`+2 7Q` ;2iiBM; bi`i2/ rBi? _1.*T- M/  +QKT`2?2MbBp2 mb2` KMmH rQmH/ /2i`+i
7`QK i?i ;QHX _1.*T /Q2b- ?Qr2p2`- ?p2 2t+2HH2Mi +QMi2timH ?2HT T`QpB/2/ rBi?BM i?2 bQ7ir`2- M/
r?2M2p2` i?2`2 Bb KQ`2 BM7Q`KiBQM QM  iQTB+- i?2 `2/2` rBHH #2 /B`2+i2/ iQ i?2 `2H2pMi HQ+iBQMX
+FMQrH2/;2K2Mib
A rQmH/ HBF2 iQ i?MF i?2 i2K i i?2 .BpBbBQM Q7 AM72+iBQmb .Bb2b2b M/ i?2 *2Mi2` 7Q` 1t+2HH2M+2 BM
AM72+iBQmb .Bb2b2 _2b2`+? i i?2 lMBp2`bBiv Q7 GQmBbpBHH2Ƕb a+?QQH Q7 J2/B+BM2 7Q` i?2B` ?2HT M/ bmTTQ`iX
A/2b 7Q` i?Bb #QQF ?p2 `Bb2M 7`QK i?2B` rQ`F rBi? +HBMB+H bim/B2bX h?MFb HbQ iQ i?2 KMv K2K#2`b Q7
i?2 _1.*T +QMbQ`iBmK r?Q +QMi`B#mi2 i?2B` FMQrH2/;2 iQ i?2 S`QD2+i _1.*T +QKKmMBivX
N







h?2 T`BK`v mMBi Q7 Q`;MBxiBQM BM _1.*T Bb i?2 T`QD2+iX .2T2M/BM; QM i?2 TTHB+iBQM Q7 _1.*T- 
T`QD2+i +M #2 +mbiQKBx2/ iQ bmTTQ`i  Tm#HB+ bm`p2v-  HQM;Bim/BMH bim/v Q` 2p2M M BMp2MiQ`v i`+FBM;
bvbi2KX h?2 }`bi bi2T iQ +`2iBM; M/ +mbiQKBxBM;  M2r T`QD2+i Bb iQ b2H2+i L2r S`QD2+i 7`QK i?2 ?QK2
b+`22MX
RXR a2iiBM; lT uQm` _1.*T S`QD2+i
7i2` HQ;;BM; BM iQ vQm` _1.*T BMbiM+2- +HB+F i?2 L2r S`QD2+i #miiQM 7`QK i?2 i#b i i?2 iQT Q7 i?2
b+`22M b b22M BM 6B;m`2 RXRX h?2 T`QD2+i +`2iBQM /BHQ; b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 RXk rBHH /BbTHv M/ vQm +M 2Mi2`
bT2+B}+ K2i/i 7Q` i?2 T`QD2+iX
S`QD2+i iBiH2
h?Bb }2H/ rBHH ?QH/ i?2 iBiH2 Q7 i?2 T`QD2+iX h?2 iBiH2 b?QmH/ #2 /2b+`BTiBp2 M/ +QM+Bb2X b vQm rBHH HBF2Hv
#2 KFBM; KQ`2 i?M QM2 _1.*T T`QD2+i- Bi rBHH #2 ?2HT7mH iQ ?p2 bQK2 bQ`i Q7 Q`;MBxiBQMH b+?2K2
iQ vQm` T`QD2+i iBiH2bX aBM+2 _1.*T mb2b  mMB[m2 MmK#2` iQ `272` iQ T`QD2+ib BMi2`MHHv- vQm +M `2MK2
vQm` T`QD2+ib 7i2` i?2v `2 +`2i2/ M/ 2p2M 7i2` /i ?b #22M 2Mi2`2/X
Sm`TQb2 Q7 i?Bb T`QD2+i
h?Bb }2H/ ?QH/b i?2 ivT2 Q7 T`QD2+i vQm rBHH #2 +`2iBM;X h?2`2 `2 7Qm` T`BK`v ivT2b #v r?B+? _1.*T
T`QD2+ib `2 Q`;MBx2/, S`+iB+2- PT2`iBQMH amTTQ`i- _2b2`+?- M/ ZmHBiv AKT`Qp2K2MiX A7 i?2 BMi2M/2/
mb2 Q7 vQm` T`QD2+i 7HHb QmibB/2 i?2b2 +i2;Q`B2b- vQm +M b2H2+i Pi?2` M/ ivT2 BM i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 vQm`
T`QD2+iX AiǶb BKTQ`iMi iQ MQi2 i?i i?2b2 b2H2+iBQMb `2 7Q` Q`;MBxiBQM M/ `2TQ`iBM; K2i`B+b QMHv M/ rBHH
MQi z2+i i?2 QTiBQMb M/ 72im`2b pBH#H2 iQ vQm` T`QD2+i QM+2 Bi Bb +`2i2/X
Ç S`+iB+2 f Cmbi 7Q` 6mM A7 vQm `2 BMi2`2bi2/ BM [mB+FHv HQQFBM; i?`Qm;? _1.*TǶb pBH#H2 72im`2b
Q` 2tT2`BK2MiBM; rBi? T`QD2+i +`2iBQM M/ b2imT- i?Bb Bb i?2 TT`QT`Bi2 Tm`TQb2 b2H2+iBQMX
Ç PT2`iBQMH amTTQ`i b /Bb+mbb2/ T`2pBQmbHv- bQK2 Q7 i?2 KMv mb27mH TTHB+iBQMb Q7 _1.*T
BMpQHp2 iFBM; /pMi;2 Q7 Bib /2bB;M b  b2+m`2 r2#@#b2/ /i#b2X h?2b2 +M BM+Hm/2 BMp2MiQ`v
i`+FBM;- iBK2 KM;2K2Mi- }H2 mTHQ/ bm#KBbbBQMb M/ KMv Qi?2`bX A7 vQm `2 THMMBM; iQ mb2
6B;m`2 RXR, _1.*TǶb Lp"` i i?2 iQT Q7 i?2 bvbi2K ?QK2 b+`22M Bb mb2/ iQ
MpB;i2 iQ i?2 T`QD2+i +`2iBQM /BHQ;X
Rj
R9 *>Sh1_ RX *_1hAL: uPl_ ahl.u
6B;m`2 RXk, _1.*TǶb T`QD2+i +`2iBQM /BHQ; ?b i?2 M2+2bb`v }2H/b 7Q` T`QD2+i
K2i/iX
_1.*T 7Q` i?Bb Tm`TQb2- Bi Bb BKTQ`iMi iQ Tmi bQK2 i?Qm;?i BMiQ i?2 M22/b Q7 vQm` bmTTQ`i T`QD2+i
M/ +QMbB/2` _1.*TǶb HBKBiiBQMbX Ai Kv #2 7bi2` M/ H2bb +QbiHv iQ /QTi Qi?2` bQ7ir`2 i?M iQ
KQ/B7v _1.*T Q` mb2 Bi BM  rv Bi rb MQi BMi2M/2/X
Ç _2b2`+? h?Bb Bb i?2 T`BK`v ivT2 Q7 T`QD2+i 7Q` r?B+? _1.*T rb /2bB;M2/X h?Bb +M BM+Hm/2
Q#b2`piBQMH bim/B2b- `2i`QbT2+iBp2 +?`i `2pB2rb- +HBMB+H i`BHb- 2i+X q?2M b2H2+iBM; i?2 T`QD2+i ivT2-
_1.*T rBHH QT2M  /BHQ; 7Q` //BiBQMH BM7Q`KiBQMX
Ç ZmHBiv AKT`Qp2K2Mi ZmHBiv BKT`Qp2K2Mi T`QD2+ib rBHH ;2M2`HHv +QHH2+i M/ MHvx2 /i BM M
QM;QBM; 2zQ`i iQ BKT`Qp2 TiB2Mi b72iv M/ +HBMB+H T`Q+2bb2bX .i +QHH2+i2/ 7Q` i?2b2 T`QD2+ib Kmbi
biBHH #2 biQ`2/ BM >AS +QKTHBMi 2MpB`QMK2Mib- KFBM; _1.*T M B/2H +?QB+2 7Q` ?QbiBM; i?Bb
bQ`i Q7 T`QD2+iX
bbB;M T`QD2+i iQ  S`QD2+i 6QH/2`
_1.*T T`QpB/2b M Q`;MBxiBQMH bi`m+im`2 iQ ?2HT KM;2 vQm` T`QD2+ibX A7 vQm ?p2 H`2/v +`2i2/
T`QD2+i 7QH/2`b- vQm +M b2H2+i i?Bb +?2+F#Qt M/ +?QQb2  7QH/2` iQ bbB;M iQ vQm` M2r T`QD2+iX
S`QD2+i MQi2b
S`QD2+i MQi2b Bb  7`22 i2ti }2H/ vQm Kv mb2 iQ biQ`2 BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi vQm` T`QD2+i i?i Kv ?2HT B/2MiB7v
Bi iQ Qi?2` K2K#2`b Q` T`QpB/2  pBbmH `2KBM/2` #Qmi +2`iBM bT2+ib Q7 i?2 T`QD2+i- bm+? b i?2 SA Q`
+HBMB+H +QQ`/BMiQ`X
S`QD2+i h2KTHi2b
 M2r _1.*T T`QD2+i +M #2 #HMF- K2MBM; Bi ?b MQ T`2/2}M2/ bi`m+im`2- Q` Bi +M iF2 Bib bi`m+im`2 7`QK
MQi?2` T`QD2+iX JQbi T`QD2+ib rBHH bi`i rBi?  #HMF bHi2- M/ ?p2 i?2B` bi`m+im`2 +`2i2/ BMi2`+iBp2Hv
i?`Qm;? _1.*TǶb PMHBM2 .2bB;M2`X
L2r T`QD2+ib +`2i2/ #v mTHQ/ `2 sJG }H2b i?i 7QHHQr i?2 *.Aa* P.J 7Q`KiX 1ti2MbB#H2 J`FmT
GM;m;2 UsJGV Bb  ivT2 Q7 THBM i2ti }H2 /2bB;M2/ iQ +QMiBM `#Bi``v 7Q`Kb Q7 bi`m+im`2/ /iX h?2
RXRX a1hhAL: lS uPl_ _1.*S S_PC1*h R8
6B;m`2 RXj, S`QD2+ib Q7 ivT2 `2b2`+? BM+Hm/2 //BiBQMH }2H/b iQ biQ`2
BM7Q`KiBQM HBF2 S`BM+BTH AMp2biB;iQ` MK2 M/ +QMi+i BM7Q`KiBQMX
PT2`iBQMH .i JQ/2H UP.JV Bb M sJG bT2+B}+iBQM /2bB;M2/ #v i?2 *HBMB+H .i AMi2`+?M;2 aiM/`/b
*QMbQ`iBmK U*.Aa*V iQ 7+BHBii2 2bv +QKKmMB+iBQM M/ 2t+?M;2 Q7 2H2+i`QMB+ +HBMB+H `2b2`+? iQQHb HBF2
2H2+i`QMB+ +b2 `2TQ`i 7Q`Kb U2*_6bV M/ +HBMB+H /i b2ibX A7 vQm `2 THMMBM; iQ KB;`i2  _1.*T
T`QD2+i 7`QK QM2 _1.*T bvbi2K iQ MQi?2`- vQm rBHH M22/ iQ 2tTQ`i Bi BM P.J@sJG 7Q`Ki 7`QK i?2
bQm`+2 bvbi2K }`bi- #27Q`2 mTHQ/BM; Bi i?`Qm;? i?2 }H2 mTHQ/ /BHQ;X
S`QD2+i i2KTHi2b `2 T`QD2+ib i?i M /KBMBbi`iQ` ?b /2bB;Mi2/ Kv #2 mb2/ b  bi`iBM; TQBMi 7Q`
Qi?2` T`QD2+ibX _1.*T Bb /Bbi`B#mi2/ rBi? bQK2 i2KTHi2b 7Q` +QKKQM bim/v ivT2b pBH#H2 UbbmKBM;
i?2v ?p2 MQi #22M /Bb#H2/ #v BMbiBimiBQMH _1.*T /KBMBbi`iQ`bVX
hvT2b Q7 _2b2`+? S`QD2+i
A7 vQm` T`QD2+i 7HHb mM/2` i?2 +i2;Q`v Q7 `2b2`+?- _1.*T T`QpB/2b //BiBQMH K2i/i }2H/b iQ i`+F
`2H2pMi `2b2`+? BM7Q`KiBQM b b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 RXjX h?2b2 }2H/b `2 QMHv mb2/ 7Q` i`+FBM; M/ T`QD2+i
`2TQ`iBM; biiBbiB+b- M/ /Q MQi z2+i i?2 ivT2 Q7 72im`2b pBH#H2 BM i?2 T`QD2+iX
Ç LK2 Q7 SXAX  `2b2`+? T`QD2+i Bb ;2M2`HHv H2/ #v  bBM;H2 BM/BpB/mH +HH2/ i?2 T`BK`v BMp2biB;iQ`v
USAVX AM `2b2`+? BMpQHpBM; ?mKM Q` MBKH bm#D2+ib Bi Bb i?Bb BM/BpB/mH i?i mHiBKi2Hv KBMiBMb
`2bTQMbB#BHBiv i?i i?2 `2b2`+? Bb +QM/m+i2/ BM M 2i?B+H KMM2`X _1.*T ?b bQK2 72im`2b r?B+?
+M mb2 i?2 SAǶb MK2 iQ b2`+? i?2 BMi2`M2i 7Q` Tm#HB+iBQMb `2Hi2/ iQ  _1.*T T`QD2+iX
Ç 1KBH Q7 SXAX h?Bb Bb i?2 T`BK`v +QMi+i BM7Q`KiBQM 7Q` i?2 SA Q7 i?2 T`QD2+iX
Ç LK2 Q7 SXAX b +Bi2/ BM Tm#HB+iBQMb _1.*TǶb BMi2`MH Tm#HB+iBQM Ki+?BM; `QmiBM2 rBHH mb2
BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK i?Bb }2H/ iQ b2`+? 7Q` SA Tm#HB+iBQMb B7 Bi Bb T`QpB/2/X
Ç A_" MmK#2` A7 i?2 T`QD2+i BMpQHp2b  bim/v `2[mB`BM; TT`QpH 7`QK i?2 BMbiBimiBQMH `2pB2r #Q`/
UA_"V Q7 M Q`;MBxiBQM- i?Bb }2H/ +M +QMiBM i?i BM7Q`KiBQMX
Ç _2b2`+? hvT2 h?2 +?2+F#Qt2b mM/2` TH2b2 bT2+B7v `272` iQ i?2 +i2;Q`v Q7 `2b2`+? vQm` bim/v
rQmH/ 7HH mM/2`X
Ĝ "bB+ Q` #2M+? `2b2`+? 6Q`  T`QD2+i ?QH/BM; /i mb2/ iQ /2p2HQT M/ i2bi i?2Q`B2b #Qmi
T?vbB+H M/ +?2KB+H T?2MQK2M
Ĝ *HBMB+H _2b2`+? bim/v Q` i`BH 6Q`  T`QD2+i ?QH/BM; TiB2Mi +HBMB+H /i `2Hi2/ iQ M
BMp2biB;iBQMH Q` Q#b2`piBQMH bim/v Q` i`BH
Ĝ h`MbHiBQMH _2b2`+? R  T`QD2+i T`iB+BTiBM; BM i?2 ǳ"2M+?@iQ@"2/bB/2Ǵ T`Q+2bb Q7 i`Mb@
HiBM; FMQrH2/;2 7`QK i?2 #bB+ b+B2M+2b BMiQ M2r i`2iK2Mib
Ĝ h`MbHiBQMH _2b2`+? k h`MbHiBM; i?2 `2bmHib Q7 +HBMB+H i`BHb BMiQ biM/`/ T`+iB+2
Re *>Sh1_ RX *_1hAL: uPl_ ahl.u
6B;m`2 RX9, _1.*TǶb T`QD2+i@H2p2H bB/2#` BM+Hm/2b HBMFb iQ  mb2`Ƕb T`QD2+ib-
_1.*TǶb BMbiMi K2bbM;2`- M/ T`QD2+i bT2+B}+ b2iiBM;b T;2bX
Ĝ "2?pBQ`H Q` Tvb+?QbQB+H `2b2`+? bim/v  T`QD2+i 2pHmiBM; i?2 #2?pBQ` Q7 ?mKM
bm#D2+ib b Bi 2z2+ib i?2B` ?2i? Q` ;2M2`H r2HH@#2BM;
Ĝ 1TB/2KBQHQ;v S`QD2+ib BK2/ i /Bb+Qp2`BM; i?2 `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M /Bb2b2b M/ i?2 KMv
7+iQ`b r?B+? +M +mb2 i?2K
Ĝ _2TQbBiQ`v  T`QD2+i b2`pBM; b i?2 HQQF@mT i#H2 7Q`  #MF Q7 bT2+BK2Mb
Ĝ Pi?2` A7 vQm` T`QD2+i /Q2b MQi 7HH BMiQ QM2 Q7 i?2 T`2pBQmb +i2;Q`B2b- vQm +M bT2+B7v Pi?2` M/
/2b+`B#2 i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 vQm` `2b2`+? T`QD2+iX
RXk LpB;iBM; `QmM/ uQm` S`QD2+i
7i2` }HHBM; Qmi i?2 `2[mB`2/ BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK i?2 *`2i2 S`QD2+i /BHQ;- M/ +HB+FBM; i?2 *`2i2 S`QD2+i
#miiQM- vQm rBHH #2 miQKiB+HHv MpB;i2/ iQ i?2 ?QK2 T;2 7Q` vQm` M2r T`QD2+iX A7 vQm MpB;i2 rv
7`QK i?Bb T;2- vQm +M ;2i #+F iQ vQm` T`QD2+i #v MpB;iBM; iQ i?2 Jv S`QD2+ib T;2 M/ b2H2+iBM; Bi 7`QK
i?2 HBbi Q7 T`QD2+ib iQ r?B+? vQm ?p2 ++2bbX uQm `2 bbB;M2/ ++2bb iQ HH T`QD2+ib vQm +`2i2 #v /27mHiX
uQm Kv MQiB+2 vQm` T`QD2+i ?QK2 T;2 ?b +?M;2/ i?2 +QMi2ti Q7 vQm` _1.*T b2bbBQMX q?2M }`bi HQ;;BM;
BM vQm r2`2 BM i?2 bvbi2K +QMi2ti r?B+? b?Qrb i?2 ?QK2 T;2 +QMi2Mi M/ Lp"` HQM; i?2 iQTX q?2M
BM i?2 T`QD2+i +QMi2ti i?2 Lp#` HQM; i?2 iQT Bb `2KQp2/- M/  bB/2#` rBi? +QKKQM T`QD2+i HBMFb M/
bQK2 mb27mH +QMi2timH BM7Q`KiBQM Bb //2/ iQ i?2 H27i bB/2 Q7 i?2 b+`22M b b22M BM 6B;m`2 RX9X
i i?2 iQT Q7 i?2 bB/2#`- mM/2` i?2 HQ;Q Bb i?2 MK2 Q7 i?2 +m``2Mi mb2` M/  HBMF iQ HQ; Qmi Q7 _1.*TX
L2ti `2 HBMFb iQ i?2 Jv S`QD2+ib T;2 M/ _1.*T J2bb2M;2`- M BMbiMi K2bb;BM; TT HHQrBM; mb2`b
iQ +QKKmMB+i2 /B`2+iHv Q` b  ;`QmTX L2ti `2 7Qm` +QHHTbB#H2 b2+iBQMb,
Ç S`QD2+i >QK2 M/ .2bB;M
Ç .i *QHH2+iBQM
Ç TTHB+iBQMb
Ç >2HT  AM7Q`KiBQM
q2 rBHH #2 ;QBM; i?`Qm;? i?2 .i *QHH2+iBQM M/ TTHB+iBQMb b2+iBQMb BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +?Ti2`b- #mi 7Q`
MQr r2 rBHH 7Q+mb QM S`QD2+i >QK2 M/ .2bB;MX
h?2 HBMFb BM i?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH HHQr vQm iQ MpB;i2 iQ i?2 /Bz2`2Mi bm#T;2b Q7 vQm` T`QD2+i M/ i?2 T`QD2+i
biimb BM/B+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`2
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q2 rBHH 7Q+mb QM .2bB;M2`- .B+iBQM`v M/ *Q/2#QQF BM i?2 .i *QHH2+iBQM +?Ti2`- #mi 7Q` MQr r2 rBHH
bi`i rBi? i?2 S`QD2+i a2imT T;2- b i?Bb Bb i?2 }`bi T;2 vQm HM/ QM 7i2` +HB+FBM; ǳ*`2i2 S`QD2+iǴ 7`QK
i?2 T`QD2+i +`2iBQM /BHQ;X h?Bb rBHH HbQ #2 vQm` HM/BM; T;2 r?2M MpB;iBM; iQ vQm` T`QD2+i 7`QK i?2
Jv S`QD2+ib T;2 Ur?BH2 BM .2p2HQTK2Mi JQ/2VX h?2 T`QD2+i b2imT T;2 Bb b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 RX8X
h?2 iBiH2 Q7 vQm` T`QD2+i rBHH #2 i i?2 iQT Q7 i?2 T;2 iQ i?2 `B;?i Q7 i?2 bB/2#`- M/  M2r b2i Q7 i#
#miiQMb `2 HQ+i2/ #2M2i? BiX q2 rBHH 7Q+mb QM i?2 S`QD2+i a2imT M/ S`QD2+i >QK2 i#b- #mi Pi?2`
6mM+iBQMHBiv M/ S`QD2+i _2pBbBQM >BbiQ`v rBHH +QK2 mT Hi2`X b r2 K2MiBQM2/ #27Q`2- _1.*T BM+Hm/2b
 HQi Q7 +QMi2timH BM7Q`KiBQM iQ ;mB/2 vQm r?BH2 mbBM; Bi- M/ QM2 Q7 i?2b2 Bb  T`QD2+i +`2iBQM +?2+FHBbiX
q?BH2 Bi BbMǶi M2+2bb`v iQ +?2+F Qz i?2 b2imT Bi2Kb b vQm ;Q i?`Qm;? i?2K- BiǶb  ;QQ/ B/2 iQ KF2 mb2 Q7
i?2K- 2p2M b  _1.*T 2tT2`iX :QBM; i?`Qm;? i?2 b2imT +?2+FHBbi- BM Q`/2` 7Q` 2p2`v T`QD2+i rBHH BM+`2b2
i?2 +QMbBbi2M+v Q7 vQm` T`QD2+i /2p2HQTK2MiX 1+? TM2H BM i?2 S`QD2+i a2imT T;2 ?b  #miiQM iQ +?2+F iQ
i`+F +QKTH2iBQM- bQ r2 bi`i i?2 T`Q+2bb i i?2 JBM T`QD2+i b2iiBM;b TM2HX
RXj a2iiBM; lT S`QD2+i 62im`2b
h?2 }`bi /2+BbBQM iQ KF2 7Q`  M2r T`QD2+i Bb r?2i?2` Q` MQi Bi rBHH #2 miBHBx2/ b  bm`p2v Q` mbBM; 
i`/BiBQMH /i 2Mi`v T`Q+2bbX h?Bb Bb KQbi Q7i2M /2i2`KBM2/ #v i?2 b+B2MiB}+ /QKBM Q7 vQm` T`QD2+iX
aQ+BH b+B2M+2b rBHH Q7i2M KF2 mb2 Q7 bm`p2vb r?2`2b Q#b2`piBQMH +HBMB+H bim/B2b mbmHHv BMpQHp2  +HBMB+H
`2b2`+? +QQ`/BMiQ` 2Mi2`BM; /i /B`2+iHvX A7 i?2`2 Bb Mv T`i Q7 vQm` T`QD2+i i?i rBHH M22/ `2bTQMb2b 7`QK
i?2 bm#D2+i- vQm b?QmH/ 2M#H2 bm`p2vb #v +HB+FBM; i?2 1M#H2 #miiQM M2ti iQ lb2 bm`p2vb BM i?Bb T`QD2+iX
h?2 M2ti /2+BbBQM Bb r?2i?2` Q` MQi vQm` T`QD2+i rBHH #2 HQM;Bim/BMHX  HQM;Bim/BMH T`QD2+i Bb QM2 r?B+?
7QHHQrb  ;`QmT Q7 bm#D2+ib Qp2` M 2ti2M/2/ T2`BQ/ Q7 iBK2- +QHH2+iBM; i?2 bK2 /i TQBMib i  b2i BMi2`pHX
h?Bb Bb mbmHHv /QM2 7Q` T`QbT2+iBp2 +HBMB+H i`BHb- #mi +QmH/ HbQ #2 i?2 +b2 rBi?  bim/v BMpQHpBM; bm`p2vbX
h?Bb Bb r?v i?2b2 irQ QTiBQMb `2 pBH#H2 BM/2T2M/2MiHv- b T`QD2+ib +M #2 bm`p2v@#b2/- HQM;Bim/BMH-
#Qi?- Q` M2Bi?2`X
uQm rBHH M22/ iQ MpB;i2 iQ i?2 JBM T`QD2+i b2iiBM;b TM2H B7 vQm 2p2` /2+B/2 iQ +?M;2 i?2 K2i/i Q7
vQm` T`QD2+i HBF2 i?2 iBiH2- T`QD2+i MQi2b- 2i+X LQr i?i vQmǶp2 /2+B/2/ B7 vQm` T`QD2+i mb2b bm`p2vb Q` Bb
HQM;Bim/BMH- vQm +M +HB+F i?2 AǶK /QM2 #miiQM BM i?2 JBM T`QD2+i b2iiBM;b TM2H iQ i`+F i?2 +QKTH2iBQM
Q7 i?Bb bi2TX h?2 M2ti +?2+FHBbi Bi2K Bb i?2 .2bB;M vQm` /i +QHH2+iBQM BMbi`mK2Mi TM2H M/ i?Bb rBHH #2
+Qp2`2/ BM i?2 M2ti +?Ti2`- .i *QHH2+iBQMX
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6B;m`2 RXe, _1.*TǶb T`QD2+i ?QK2 T;2 Bb i?2 HM/BM; T;2 7Q` T`QD2+ib BM
T`Q/m+iBQM KQ/2 M/ b?Qrb i?2 HbBi Q7 mb2`b rBi? ++2bb iQ i?2 T`QD2+i M/ i?2
+m``2Mi MmK#2` Q7 `2+Q`/bX
"27Q`2 KQpBM; QM BM i?2 T`QD2+i b2imT- +HB+F QM S`QD2+i >QK2X h?Bb T;2 b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 RXe #2+QK2b i?2
HM/BM; T;2 QM+2 vQm` T`QD2+i /2bB;M Bb +QKTH2i2 M/ i?2 T`QD2+i KQp2b iQ T`Q/m+iBQMX AM Tbi p2`bBQMb Q7
_1.*T i?Bb Bb r?2`2 b2p2`H mb27mH HBMFb r2`2 HQ+i2/- bm+? b i?2 HBMF iQ i?2 T`QD2+i +Q/2#QQF-  HBbi Q7 HH
i?2 p`B#H2b /2}M2/ BM vQm` T`QD2+i- M/  HBMF iQ /QrMHQ/ vQm` /i /B+iBQM`vX AM i?2 KQbi `2+2Mi p2`bBQM
Q7 _1.*T i?2b2 ?p2 #22M KQp2/ iQ i?2 bB/2#`- KFBM; i?2K Km+? KQ`2 ++2bbB#H2X >Qr2p2`- i?2`2 Bb
biBHH bQK2 mb27mH BM7Q`KiBQM QM i?2 T`QD2+i ?QK2 T;2 BM+Hm/BM;  HBbi Q7 i?2 mb2`b i?i ?p2 ++2bb iQ vQm`
T`QD2+i-  HBbi Q7 mT+QKBM; 2p2Mib- r?2M mbBM; _1.*TǶb +H2M/` 72im`2- M/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `2+Q`/b M/
KQbi `2+2Mi +iBpBiv BM vQm` T`QD2+iX
*?Ti2` k
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AM i?2 Hbi +?Ti2` vQm +`2i2/  M2r bim/v T`QD2+i mbBM; i?2 _1.*T M2r T`QD2+i /BHQ;X AM i?Bb +?Ti2`
r2 +`2i2 i?2 2H2+i`QMB+ +b2 `2TQ`i 7Q`K i?i rBHH #2 mb2/ iQ +QHH2+i bm`p2v Q` /i }2H/bX
kXR lbBM; i?2 PMHBM2 .2bB;M2` hQQH
*QMiBMmBM; rBi? i?2 S`QD2+i a2imT +?2+FHBbi 7`QK i?2 T`2pBQmb +?Ti2`- i?2 .2bB;M vQm` /i +QHH2+iBQM BM@
bi`mK2Mib TM2H b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kXR Bb i?2 bi`iBM; TQBMi 7Q` +`2iBM;  M2r 2H2+i`QMB+ +b2 `2TQ`i 7Q`KX h?2`2
`2 b2p2`H HBMFb Q7 MQi2 BM i?Bb TM2HX h?2 PMHBM2 .2bB;M2` #miiQM rBHH iF2 vQm iQ i?2 QMHBM2n/2bB;M2`
T;2 M/ i?2 .i .B+iBQM`v #miiQM H2/b iQ i?2 /in/B+iBQM`vnmTHQ/ T;2X GBMFb iQ i?2b2 T;2b
`2 HbQ QM i?2 `B;?i bB/2#` b .2bB;M2` M/ .B+iBQM`vX h?2`2 Bb HbQ i?2 _1.*T a?`2/ GB#``v #miiQM
H2/BM; iQ  /i#b2 Q7 /i +QHH2+iBQM BMbi`mK2Mib TT`Qp2/ #v _1.GP*- i?2 _1.*T /i +QHH2+iBQM
rQ`FBM; ;`QmTX AiǶb  ;QQ/ B/2 iQ 2tT2`BK2Mi rBi? +`2iBM; vQm` QrM /i +QHH2+iBQM BMbi`mK2Mib #27Q`2
KQpBM; QM iQ /QrMHQ/BM; pHB/i2/ BMbi`mK2Mib 7`QK i?2 b?`2/ HB#``vX
h?2 QMHBM2n/2bB;M2` T;2 b22M BM 6B;m`2 kXk ?b  i# #` i?i Bb i?2 bK2 b i?2 i# #` T`2b2Mi QM
i?2 T`QD2+inb2imT T;2- rBi?  +QmTH2 Q7 2t+2TiBQMbX AMbi2/ Q7 i#b 7Q` Pi?2` 6mM+iBQMHBiv M/ _2pBbBQM
>BbiQ`v i?2`2 `2 MQr i# HBMFb iQ i?2 .i .B+iBQM`v M/ *Q/2#QQFX A7 vQm ?p2 i`Qm#H2 HQ+iBM;  i#
#miiQM i?i rb T`2b2Mi #27Q`2- Bi Kv #2 #2+mb2 i?2 T;2 vQm `2 +m``2MiHv QM ?b +?M;2/X JMv Q7
_1.*TǶb HvQmib `2 +QMi2timH- K2MBM; i?2v +M +?M;2 BM bm#iH2 rvb r?2M vQm MpB;i2 iQ  M2r
T;2X lM/2`M2i? i?2 i# #` Bb  HBMF iQ M BMbi`m+iBQMH pB/2Q 7Q` i?2 PMHBM2 .2bB;M2` M/  #miiQM +HH2/
*`2i2 bMTb?Qi Q7 BMbi`mK2MibX _1.*TǶb QMHBM2 /2bB;M2` miQKiB+HHv bp2b Mv +?M;2b vQm KF2 iQ
vQm` BMbi`mK2Mib b vQm /2p2HQT i?2K- #mi Bi /Q2b MQi BKTH2K2Mi Mv bQ`i Q7 mM/Q 72im`2X AiǶb  ;QQ/ B/2
iQ KF2 `2;mH` bMTb?Qib Q7 vQm` BMbi`mK2Mib- BM +b2 vQm rMi iQ `2p2`i iQ  T`2pBQmb p2`bBQMX
6B;m`2 kXR, h?2 /i +QHH2+iBQM BMbi`mK2Mib TM2H Bb i?2 bi`iBM; TQBMi 7Q` i?2
BMBiH b2imT Q7  T`QD2+iX
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6B;m`2 kXk, h?2 QMHBM2 /2bB;M2` T;2 T`QpB/2b M BMi2`+iBp2 #mBH/2` 7Q` 2H2+i`QMB+
*_6bX
6B;m`2 kXj, h?2 /i BMbi`mK2Mi T;2 BM+Hm/2b +QMi`QHb 7Q` //BM; M2r /i
}2H/b iQ i?2 T`QD2+iX
kXk *`2iBM; uQm` .i AMbi`mK2Mib
A7 vQm 2tKBM2 i?2 .i *QHH2+iBQM AMbi`mK2Mib TM2H- vQm b?QmH/ b22 b2p2`H #miiQMb mM/2` // M2r BMbi`m@
K2Mi- *`2i2- AKTQ`i- M/ lTHQ/X AKTQ`i rBHH iF2 vQm iQ  T;2 iQ TmHH M BMbi`mK2Mi 7`QK i?2 _1.*T
b?`2/ HB#``v M/ lTHQ/ rBHH QT2M  /BHQ; 7Q` mTHQ/BM;  wBT }H2 +QMiBMBM;  _1.*T BMbi`mK2MiX
*`2i2 miBHBx2b i?2 QMHBM2 /2bB;M2` iQ /2p2HQT  /i BMbi`mK2Mi BMi2`+iBp2HvX "2HQr i?2b2 #miiQMb Bb  HBbi
Q7 i?2 BMbi`mK2Mib +m``2MiHv BM vQm` T`QD2+iX 1p2`v M2r #HMF _1.*T T`QD2+i bi`ib rBi? i?2 Jv L2r
AMbi`mK2Mi b Bib }`bi BMbi`mK2MiX L2ti iQ i?2 BMbi`mK2Mi vQm rBHH b22 +2HHb /2b+`B#BM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 }2H/b
i?2 BMbi`mK2Mi +m``2MiHv +QMiBMb-  HBMF iQ /QrMHQ/  S.6 Q7 i?2 +m``2Mi BMbi`mK2Mi- M/ #miiQM 7Q` T2`@
7Q`KBM; KBb+2HHM2Qmb BMbi`mK2Mi +iBQMX *HB+FBM; *?Qb2 +iBQM rBHH HHQr vQm iQ `2MK2 i?2 BMbi`mK2Mi-
+QTv Bi- /2H2i2 Bi- Q` /QrMHQ/ Bi BM wBT 7Q`Ki iQ mTHQ/ BMiQ MQi?2` _1.*T T`QD2+iX LQiB+2 vQm +MMQi
/2H2i2 M BMbi`mK2Mi B7 Bi Bb i?2 QMHv QM2 BM i?2 T`QD2+iX
JQmbBM; Qp2` i?2 BMbi`mK2Mi MK2 rBHH b?Qr  T2M+BH B+QM M2ti iQ Bi r?B+? BM/B+i2b i?i +HB+FBM; rBHH iF2
vQm iQ i?2 T;2 7Q` 2/BiBM; i?Bb BMbi`mK2MiX 1/BiBM; M BMbi`mK2Mi Bb ?Qr }2H/b `2 //2/ Q` `2KQp2/
BMi2`+iBp2HvX 1+? BMbi`mK2Mi ?b Bib QrM T;2 MK2- M/ 2/BiBM; Bi rBHH iF2 vQm iQ Bib T;2- b vQm +M
b22 BM i?2 l_G Q7 vQm` #`Qrb2` rBM/QrX
h?2 T;2 7Q` 2/BiBM; M BMbi`mK2Mi Bb b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kXj M/ ?b  #Hm2 #miiQM i?i rBHH `2im`M vQm iQ
i?2 PMHBM2 .2bB;M2` T;2-  #miiQM iQ HHQr T`2pB2rBM; i?2 rv i?2 BMbi`mK2Mi rBHH HQQF 7`QK  /i 2Mi`v
b+`22M- i?2 H#2H Q7 i?2 +m``2Mi BMbi`mK2Mi- M/  HBbi Q7 i?2 }2H/b BM i?2 +m``2Mi BMbi`mK2MiX "2M2i? 2+?
}2H/ rBHH #2 irQ #miiQMb // }2H/ M/ // Ji`Bt Q7 6B2H/bX h?2b2 #miiQMb bmTTQ`i i?2 +`2iBM; Q7 M2r
}2H/b BMi2`+iBp2Hv rBi?BM PMHBM2 .2bB;M2`X
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6B;m`2 kX9, h?2 // }2H/ /BHQ; BM+Hm/2b b2iiBM;b 7Q` +?QQbBM; i?2 ivT2 Q7 }2H/-
}2H/ H#2H- M/ }2H/ p`B#H2 MK2X
6B;m`2 kX8, h?2 i2ti #Qt rBHH iF2 BMTmi 7`QK i?2 /2pB+2 F2v#Q`/ r?2M i?2 #Qt
`2 ?b i?2 7Q+mbX
kXj *?QQbBM; .i 6B2H/b
1+? }2H/ BM i?2 T`QD2+i ?b b2p2`H K2i/i 2H2K2Mib bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? Bi- i?2 irQ KQbi BKTQ`iMi Q7 r?B+?
`2 Bib H#2H M/ p`B#H2 MK2X lbBM; i?2 }`bi }2H/ b M 2tKTH2- Bib H#2H MK2 Bb _2+Q`/ A. M/ Bib
p`B#H2 MK2 Bb `2+Q`/nB/X q?2M HQQFBM; i  bm`p2v Q`  /i 2Mi`v 7Q`K- i?2 }2H/ H#2H rBHH #2 /BbTHv2/X
q?2M HQQFBM; i  `2TQ`i Q` /i 2tTQ`i- Bi rBHH #2 i?2 p`B#H2 MK2X
*HB+FBM; QM i?2 // 6B2H/ #miiQM rBHH HmM+? i?2 // L2r 6B2H/ /BHQ; b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kX9 r?B+? bi`ib
rBi?  /`QT@/QrM HBbi iQ b2H2+i i?2 ivT2 Q7 i?2 M2r }2H/ M/  HBMF iQ  b?Q`i pB/2Q imiQ`BHX 1+? }2H/ ivT2
+?M;2b i?2 HvQmi Q7 i?2 // L2r 6B2H/ /BHQ; iQ HHQr 2Mi`v Q7 //BiBQMH /i `2;`/BM; i?2 }2H/X
h2ti "Qt
h?2 }`bi M/ KQbi +QKKQM ivT2 Q7 }2H/ mb2/ BM T`QD2+ib- Bb i?2 h2ti "QtX  i2ti #Qt }2H/ Bb K2Mi iQ ?p2
BMTmi ivT2/ 7`QK  mb2`Ƕb F2v#Q`/- M/ Bb #2bi 7Q` /i i?i +M MQi #2 FMQrM BM /pM+2 HBF2  T?vbB+BMǶb
MQi2b Q` M QT2M@2M/2/ bm`p2v `2bTQMb2 [m2biBQMX
AM  HBp2 7Q`K Q` bm`p2v  i2ti #Qt rBHH ?p2 BiǶb H#2H M/ BMTmi }2H/ +QMiBM2/ BM  bivH2/ `2+iM;H2X h?2
}2H/ BMTmi Bb QM i?2 `B;?i bB/2 M/ i?2 }2H/ H#2H Bb QM i?2 H27i rBi? irQ B+QMbX *HB+FBM; QM i?2 > B+QM rBHH
QT2M i?2 /i ?BbiQ`v HQ; 7Q` i?2 }2H/X *HB+FBM; i?2 #m##H2 B+QM rBHH QT2M 2Bi?2` i?2 }2H/ +QKK2Mi HQ; Q`
i?2 /i `2bQHmiBQM rQ`F~Qr /2T2M/BM; QM r?B+? Bb 2M#H2/ 7Q` i?2 +m``2Mi T`QD2+iX h?2b2 irQ 72im`2b rBHH
#2 /Bb+mbb2/ BM +?Ti2` S`QD2+i *mbiQKBxiBQMbX am`p2v BMTmi }2H/b /Bz2` QMHv BM i?i i?2v rBHH MQi /BbTHv
i?2b2 irQ B+QMbX
LQi2b "Qt
h?2 MQi2b #Qt BMTmi Bb bBKBH` iQ i?2 i2ti #Qt- #mi Bb BMi2M/2/ 7Q` H`;2` KQmMib Q7 i2ti BMTmiX h?2 #Qt
rBHH TT2` H`;2` QM i?2 b+`22M 7Q` #Qi? bm`p2v M/ /i 2Mi`v 7Q`KbX lMHBF2 i2ti #Qt 2Mi`v- i?2`2 Bb MQ
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6B;m`2 kXe, *H+mHi2/ }2H/b `2[mB`2  +H+mHiBQM bi`BM; bT2+B7vBM; ?Qr i?2 }2H/
pHm2 Bb /2`Bp2/X
6B;m`2 kXd, JmHiBTH2 +?QB+2 }2H/b `2[mB`2  HBbi Q7 TQbbB#H2 pHm2bX
pHB/iBQM i?i +M #2 /2}M2/ 7Q` i?2 MQi2b #QtX
*H+mHi2/ 6B2H/
 +H+mHi2/ }2H/ BM _1.*T Bb QM2 r?B+? /2`Bp2b Bib pHm2 7`QK Qi?2` }2H/b i?i ?p2 H`2/v #22M BMTmi
BMiQ i?2 7Q`K Q` bm`p2vX Aib #2bi mb2 Bb 7Q` MmK2`B+H +H+mHiBQMb i?i rQmH/ #2 i2/BQmb iQ T2`7Q`K mTQM 2+?
`2+Q`/X 6Q` 2tKTH2 "JA Bb  +QKKQM ?2Hi? K2i`B+ mb2/ #v +HBMB+BMb M/ Bb #b2/ QM  TiB2Mib ?2B;?i
M/ r2B;?iX >2B;?i M/ r2B;?i `2 +QKKQMHv biQ`2/ BM 2H2+i`QMB+ K2/B+H `2+Q`/b- M/ mb2  +H+mHi2/ }2H/-
i?2 }2H/ 7Q` "JA BM _1.*T rQmH/ miQKiB+HHv TQTmHi2 QM+2 i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; }2H/b 7Q` ?2B;?i M/
r2B;?i r2`2 }HH2/X h?2 +H+mHi2/ }2H/ +M HbQ T2`7Q`K KQ`2 /pM+2/ KMBTmHiBQMb bm+? b +H+mHiBM; 
7QHHQr@mT /i2 #b2/ QM  /i2 Q7 b2`pB+2 Q` M ;2 #b2/ QM  /i2 Q7 #B`i?X
JmHiBTH2 *?QB+2
JmHiBTH2 +?QB+2 }2H/b T`QpB/2 i?2 K2Mb 7Q`  mb2` iQ b2H2+i i?2 pHm2 7Q`  }2H/ 7`QK  HBbi Q7 QTiBQMbX h?Bb
Bb KQ`2 +QMp2MB2Mi 7Q`  mb2`- #mi HbQ ?b /pMi;2b BM i2`Kb Q7 /i [mHBivX h?2 7Q`K /2bB;M2` +M
/2i2`KBM2 i?2 QMHv pHm2b i?i rBHH ;Q BMiQ i?2 }MH /i#b2 #v HBKBiBM; i?2 TQbbB#H2 b2H2+iBQMbX oHm2b
+M #2 b2H2+i2/ #v +HB+FBM; QM  /`QT@/QrM K2Mm- Q` #v /BbTHvBM; i?2 2MiB`2 HBbi Q7 QTiBQMb i QM+2 mbBM;
r?iǶb +HH2/  `/BQ #miiQMX 6Q` HQM; HBbib- i?2 /`QT@/QrM QTiBQM Bb M2+2bb`vX HbQ mb27mH 7Q` HQM; HBbib Bb
 b2H2+i#H2 QTiBQM 7Q` H2iiBM; i?2 mb2` }M/ i?2 /2bB`2/ pHm2 7`QK i?2 HBbi #v ivTBM; BMiQ  b2`+? #QtX
*?2+F#Qt2b
*?2+F#Qt2b +M #2 mb2/ r?2M  }2H/ HHQrb KmHiBTH2 /Bz2`2Mi pHm2b iQ #2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? Bi- b BM  ǳb2H2+i
HH i?i TTHvǴ [m2biBQMX AM i?2 /i /B+iBQM`v- _1.*T rBHH MmK#2` 2+? +?2+F#Qt Bi2K- M/ i?Bb MmK#2`
Bb mb2/ iQ `272` iQ i?2 `2bTQMb2 BM `2TQ`ib M/ #`M+?BM; HQ;B+X
u2b @ LQ
u2b@LQ M/ h`m2@6Hb2 }2H/b `2 bBKTHv KmHiBTH2 +?QB+2 ivT2 }2H/b HQ+F2/ iQ irQ QTiBQMbX h?2b2 +QK2 mT
7`2[m2MiHv 2MQm;? BM bm`p2v M/ 7Q`Kb i?i Bi bp2b iBK2 iQ ?p2  #mBHi@BM ivT2 H`2/v b2i mTX
aB;Mim`2
_1.*T bmTTQ`ib /B;BiBx2/ BMTmi 7`QK i?2 KQmb2 Q`  i#H2i b+`22M r?B+? Bi rBHH biQ`2 BM  }2H/ b M BK;2
}H2X h?Bb Bb BMi2M/2/ 7Q` +Tim`BM; bB;Mim`2b M/ Qi?2` 7Q`Kb Q7 +QMb2MiX
6BH2 lTHQ/
A7  }H2 M22/b iQ #2 mTHQ/2/ BM `2bTQMb2 iQ  bm`p2v Q` `2+Q`/- i?2 }H2 mTHQ/ }2H/ +M #2 mb2/ iQ T`QpB/2 
HBMF iQ QT2M  }H2 ii+?K2Mi rBM/QrX PM+2 QT2M i?2 mb2` +M MpB;i2 iQ i?2 }H2 HQ+iBQM BM i?2B` QT2`iBM;
kXjX *>PPaAL: .h 6A1G.a kj
6B;m`2 kX3, h?2 pBbmH bHB/2` KTb bHB/2` b+`22M TQbBiBQM iQ  MmK2`B+H pHm2 BM 
bT2+B}2/ `M;2X
6B;m`2 kXN, h?2 }H2 ii+?K2Mi /BHQ; bmTTQ`ib mTHQ/BM;  }H2 7`QK i?2 HQ+H
/2pB+2 Q` 2K#2//BM;  pB/2Q m`HX
bvbi2K M/ mTHQ/ Bi i?`Qm;? i?2B` #`Qrb2`X _1.*T /Q2b MQi +m``2MiHv T`QpB/2  +QMp2MB2Mi rv iQ 2tTQ`i
HH Q7 i?2 }H2b 7Q`  ;Bp2M T`QD2+iX .QBM; bQ `2[mB`2b i?2 ?2HT Q7  T`Q;`KKBM; HM;m;2 M/ i?2 _1.*T
SAX
aHB/2` f oBbmH MHQ; a+H2
h?2 pBbmH bHB/2` }2H/ biQ`2b  `2bTQMb2 b  MmK#2`- #mi mMHBF2 i?2 biM/`/ i2ti #Qt 2Mi`v Bi T`QpB/2b M
QM@b+`22M bHB/2` iQ pBbmHHv bbQ+Bi2 rBi? i?2 `2bTQMb2X
.2b+`BTiBp2 h2ti
.2b+`BTiBp2 i2ti Bb  b2H2+iBQM i?i /Q2b MQi KT iQ M 2Mi`v BM i?2 /i /B+iBQM`v- #mi `i?2` T`QpB/2b
 TH+2 iQ T`2b2Mi +QMi2Mi iQ i?2 bm`p2v `2bTQM/2Mi Q` /i 2Mi`v T2`bQMM2HX *QMi2Mi HBF2 i2ti- BK;2b-
/QrMHQ/ HBMFb iQ }H2b- M/ 2p2M 2K#2//2/ pB/2Qb +M #2 TH+2/ QM  7Q`K Q` bm`p2v mbBM; i?2 /2b+`BTiBp2
i2ti }2H/ ivT2X
"2;BM L2r a2+iBQM
h?2 BMi2MiBQM Q7 i?2 #2;BM M2r b2+iBQM b2H2+iBQM Bb iQ ?2HT Q`;MBx2 i?2 bm`p2v Q` 7Q`K pBbmHHvX //BM; 
M2r b2+iBQM T`QpB/2b  b2T`iQ` #2ir22M ;`QmTb Q7 }2H/b M/ +M QMHv #2 TH+2/ #2ir22M irQ }2H/b i?i
?p2 H`2/v #22M //2/X Ai +M MQi #2 TH+2/ i i?2 2M/ Q` #2;BMMBM; Q7  7Q`KX
h2ti "Qt oHB/iBQM _mH2b
PM2 Q7 _1.*TǶb KQbi mb27mH 72im`2b Bb Bib BMTmi pHB/iBQM `mH2bX h?2b2 T`QpB/2 722/#+F iQ  mb2` mTQM
Mv BMTmi Q7 /i i?i Bb MQi Q7 i?2 2tT2+i2/ ivT2 7Q`  }2H/ Q` /Q2b MQi }i  Tii2`M /2i2`KBM2/ #v i?2
7Q`K /2bB;M2`X  HBbi Q7 i?2 `mH2b `2 b?QrM BM i#H2
aB/2#`, .i *QHH2+iBQM
7i2` +`2iBM; i?2 }2H/b 7Q`  T`QD2+i Bi Bb mb27mH iQ HQQF i i?2 T`QD2+i bB/2#` ;BM M/ MQiB+2 i?2 .i
*QHH2+iBQM b2+iBQMX h?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH TT2` /Bz2`2MiHv /2T2M/BM; QM r?2i?2` bm`p2vb ?p2 #22M 2M#H2/ 7Q`
i?2 T`QD2+i BM T`QD2+i b2imTX
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6B;m`2 kXRy, aiM/`/ /i +QHH2+BiQM bB/2#`X
qBi?Qmi bm`p2vb- i?2`2 `2 irQ HBMFb M/ M 2tTM/#H2 HBbi i?i `2 T`i Q7 i?2 /i +QHH2+iBQM b2+iBQMX h?2
}`bi HBMF Bb i?2 _2+Q`/ aiimb .b?#Q`/X h?Bb iF2b vQm iQ i?2 `2+Q`/ biimb /b?#Q`/ T;2 M/ b?Qrb 
pBbmH `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 HH i?2 BMbi`mK2Mib BM i?2 T`QD2+i M/ i?2B` bii2b Q7 +QKTH2iBQMX
h?2 Qi?2` HBMF Bb i?2 //f1/Bi _2+Q`/b GBMF r?B+? iF2b vQm iQ i?2 // `2+Q`/ T;2X PM i?Bb T;2  `2+Q`/
7`QK i?2 +m``2Mi `2+Q`/b +M #2 b2H2+i2/- Q`  M2r `2+Q`/ +M #2 //2/X A7 miQ MmK#2`BM; Bb 2M#H2/- i?2
mb2` QMHv M22/b iQ +HB+F // `2+Q`/ iQ #2 iF2M iQ i?2 /i 2Mi`v }2H/X Pi?2`rBb2 #27Q`2 //BM;  `2+Q`/-
i?2 mb2` rBHH ?p2 iQ bbB;M i?2 `2+Q`/ bQK2 `2+Q`/ A.X
h?2 Hbi HBMF Bb  bKHH2` QM2 r?B+? `2/b b?Qr /i +QHH2+iBQM BMbi`mK2MibX h?Bb  M2r2` 72im`2 BM _1.*T
M/ +HB+FBM; QM Bi /BbTHvb i?2 7mHH HBbi Q7 BMbi`mK2Mib BM i?2 T`QD2+iX 1+? BMbi`mK2Mi rBHH #2 b?QrM b  HBMF
M/ +HB+FBM; M BMbi`mK2Mi HBMF rBHH }`bi T`QKTi i?2 mb2` iQ b2H2+i  `2+Q`/ B7 QM2 Bb MQi b2H2+i2/X Pi?2`rBb2
Bi rBHH MpB;i2 iQ i?2 b2H2+i2/ BMbi`mK2Mi 7Q` i?2 +m``2Mi `2+Q`/X
h?2 +QMi2Mi Q7 i?2 /i +QHH2+iBQM b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 bB/2#` BM+Hm/2b QM2 //BiBQMH HBMF r?2M bm`p2vb `2
2M#H2/- i?2 bm`p2v /Bbi`B#miBQM iQQHb HBMFX h?Bb HBMFb H2/b iQ  T;2 r?B+? HHQrb +mbiQKBxiBQM Q7 ?Qr
bm`p2vb rBHH #2 K/2 pBH#H2 iQ T`iB+BTMibX h?Bb T;2b Bb +Qp2`2/ BM i?2 M2ti b2+iBQM QM bm`p2vbX
kX9 lbBM; am`p2vb BM uQm` aim/v
LQr i?i r2 `2 7KBHB` rBi? i?2 rv iQ bi`m+im`2 7Q`K }2H/b M/ BMbi`mK2Mib 7`QK i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQMb-
r2 rBHH HQQF i i?2 _1.*T 72im`2b BK2/ bT2+B}+HHv i /KBMBbi2`BM; bm`p2vbX b /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?2 T`QD2+i
kX9X laAL: al_o1ua AL uPl_ ahl.u k8
6B;m`2 kXRR, .i +QHH2+iBQM bB/2#` rBi? bm`p2vb 2M#H2/X
6B;m`2 kXRk, h?2 /i +QHH2+iBQM BMbi`mK2Mi TM2Hb ?b M2r QTiBQMb pBH#H2
r?2M bm`p2vb `2 2M#H2/ BM i?2 T`QD2+iX
+`2iBQM b2+iBQM- i?2 }`bi bi2T iQ mbBM; bm`p2vb BM _1.*T Bb iQ KF2 bm`2 i?2 bm`p2vb 72im`2 Bb b2i iQ
2M#H2/ QM i?2 T`QD2+i b2imT T;2X PM+2 Bi Bb- b2p2`H M2r QTiBQMb `2 pBH#H2 BM #Qi? i?2 /i +QHH2+iBQM
bB/2#` M/ i?2 QMHBM2 /2bB;M2`X
qBi? bm`p2vb 2M#H2/- MpB;iBM; iQ QMHBM2 /2bB;M2` T;2 b?Qrb  M2r b2+iBQM +HH2/ am`p2v PTiBQMbX qBi?BM
i?Bb b2+iBQM `2 i?2 am`p2v Zm2m2- am`p2v GQ;BM- am`p2v LQiB}+iBQMb M/ miQKi2/ am`p2v AMpBiiBQMb
lTHQ/ HBMFbX //BiBQMHHv i?2`2 Bb  M2r #miiQM QM 2+? BMbi`mK2Mi BM i?2 BMbi`mK2Mi HBbi +HH2/ 1M#H2 b
bm`p2v- M/  M2r b2+iBQM +HH2/ bm`p2v `2Hi2/ QTiBQMbX 1M#HBM; M BMbi`mK2Mi b  bm`p2v rBHH b?Qr i?2
am`p2v b2iiBM;b M/ miQKi2/ AMpBiiBQMb #miiQMb iQ TT2` BM i?2 bm`p2v `2Hi2/ QTiBQMb b2+iBQMX q2ǶHH
;Q Qp2` 2+? b2+iBQMX
"bB+ am`p2v PTiBQMb
h?2 #bB+ bm`p2v QTiBQMb BM+Hm/2 i?2 am`p2v hBiH2 M/ i?2 am`p2v AMbi`m+iBQMbX h?2b2 rBHH #2 TH+2/ i i?2
iQT Q7 i?2 /2pB+2 QM r?B+? i?2 bm`p2v Bb #2BM; pB2r2/X h?2 bm`p2v BMbi`m+iBQMb #Qt +M ?p2 i2ti i?i Bb
K`F2/ mT rBi? #QH/ Q` BiHB+b- M/ +M 2p2M BM+Hm/2 ?iKH HBF2 ?vT2`HBMFb M/ i#H2bX
AM7Q`KiBQM +M #2 TBT2/ 7`QK }2H/b BM  `2+Q`/ iQ T2`bQMHBx2 i?2 bm`p2v BMbi`m+iBQMbX 6Q` 2tKTH2- B7 i?2
bm`p2v Bb #2BM; b2Mi iQ `2bTQM/2Mib i?i H`2/v ?p2 /2KQ;`T?B+ /i 7`QK  7Q`K BM _1.*T +QMiBMBM;
i?2B` MK2 M/ 2KBH- i?2b2 }2H/ pHm2b +M #2 BM+Hm/2/ BM i?2 bm`p2v BMbi`m+iBQMbX 6Q` +QKTH2i2Hv MQMvKQmb
bm`p2vb r?2`2 i?2 `2+Q`/ Bb #HMF i i?2 iBK2 i?2 bm`p2v Bb /Bbi`B#mi2/- i?2`2 rBHH #2 MQ BM7Q`KiBQM biQ`2/
iQ TBT2 7`QKX
am`p2v .2bB;M PTiBQMb
h?2 bm`p2v /2bB;M QTiBQMb TM2H BM+Hm/2b b2p2`H QTiBQMb iQ ?2HT +mbiQKBx2 bm`p2v T`2b2MiiBQMX  HQ;Q +M
#2 //2/ iQ T`QpB/2 #`M/BM; iQ  bm`p2v {HBi2/ rBi?  +2`iBM BMbiBimiBQM Q` Q`;MBxiBQMX 1M?M+2/
`/BQ #miiQMb M/ +?2+F#Qt2b T`QpB/2 Hi2`MiBp2 KQ#BH2@7`B2M/Hv mb2` BMi2`7+2 2H2K2Mib 7Q` i?Qb2 }2H/b-
KFBM; Bi 2bB2` iQ +QKTH2i2 i?2 bm`p2v QM  KQ#BH2 /2pB+2X am`p2v 7QMi M/ i2ti bBx2 +M #2 +?M;2/- b
r2HH b i?2 bm`p2v i?2K2X  T`2pB2r rBM/Qr BM i?2 bm`p2v /2bB;M QTiBQMb TM2H b?Qrb i?2 2z2+ib Q7 +?M;2b
K/2 iQ i?2b2 b2iiBM;bX
am`p2v *mbiQKBxiBQMb
h?2 bm`p2v +mbiQKBxiBQMb TM2H BM+Hm/2b QTiBQMb 7Q` KQ/B7vBM; ?Qr i?2 bm`p2v Bb T`2b2Mi2/ iQ /Bz2`2Mi
m/B2M+2bX Zm2biBQMb `2 MmK#2`2/ #v /27mHi #mi i?Bb +M #2 /Bb#H2/ rBi? i?2 Zm2biBQM LmK#2`BM; QTiBQMX
h?2 2MiB`2 bm`p2v 7Q`K +M #2 /BbTHv2/ QM  bBM;H2 r2# T;2- Q` i?2 bm`p2v +M #2 bTHBi BMiQ KmHiBTH2 T;2b
#b2/ QM i?2 b2+iBQMb Q7 i?2 _1.*T bm`p2v 7Q`KX h?Bb +M #2 mb27mH B7 vQm rBb? iQ pQB/ ?pBM;  bm`p2v
TT2` iQQ HQM; i i?2 #2;BMMBM;- Q` r?2M vQm /QMǶi rMi bm`p2v `2bTQM/2Mib iQ #2 /Bbi`+i2/ #v Qi?2`
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6B;m`2 kXRj, "bB+ bm`p2v QTiBQMb +M #2 2/Bi2/ 7`QK i?Bb b+`22MX
6B;m`2 kXR9, am`p2v /2bB;M QTiBQMb +QMi`QH i?2 TT2`M+2 M/ i?2K2 Q7 i?2
bm`p2vX
kX9X laAL: al_o1ua AL uPl_ ahl.u kd
6B;m`2 kXR8, h?2 bm`p2v +mbiQKBxiBQMb TM2H +QMi`QHb bT2+BH 72im`2b Q7 i?2
bm`p2v HBF2 MmK#2`BM; M/ i2ti@iQ@bT22+? bmTTQ`iX
i2ti QM i?2 T;2 r?2M Mbr2`BM;  [m2biBQMX uQm +M HHQr mb2`b iQ MpB;i2 #+F iQ T`2pBQmb T;2b Q` MQi
/2T2M/BM; QM vQm` T`272`2M+2 7Q` i?2 bm`p2vX
_1.*T +M HHQr bm`p2v T`iB+BTMib iQ /QrMHQ/  S.6 Q7 i?2B` `2bTQMb2b 7i2` i?2v ?p2 +QKTH2i2/ i?2
bm`p2v #mi b2iiBM; i?i }2H/ iQ v2b BM i?2 +mbiQKBxiBQM TM2HX h?Bb S.6 }H2 Bb ;2M2`i2/ #v _1.*T 7i2`
i?2 bm`p2v Bb +QKTH2i2- M/ i?2 HBMF T`QpB/2/ iQ i?2 `2bTQM/2Mi rBHH HHQr i?2K iQ /QrMHQ/ Bi i?`Qm;? i?2B`
#`Qrb2`X
am`p2v@bT2+B}+ BMpBiiBQM }2H/b +M #2 b2i iQ HHQr /Bz2`2Mi bm`p2v 7Q`Kb BM  _1.*T T`QD2+i iQ #2 b2Mi
iQ /Bz2`2Mi 2KBH //`2bb2bX 6Q` bBKTH2 bm`p2vb- QM2 `2+Q`/ rBHH +Q``2bTQM/ iQ  bBM;H2 bm`p2vX >Qr2p2`-
_1.*T bmTTQ`ib T`QD2+ib rBi? KmHiBTH2 bm`p2vb r?2`2 `2bTQMb2b `2 HH biQ`2/ BM  bBM;H2 `2+Q`/X lbBM;
i?2 bm`p2v@bT2+B}+ BMpBiiBQM }2H/- /Bz2`2Mi bm`p2vb +QmH/ #2 b2Mi iQ /Bz2`2Mi 2KBH //`2bb2b- M/ i?2`27Q`2
/Bz2`2Mi `2bTQM/2MibX 6Q` 2tKTH2  TiB2Mi `2+Q`/ +QmH/ BM+Hm/2 bm`p2vb b2Mi iQ /Bz2`2Mi +`2;Bp2`b M/
T?vbB+BMbX
am`p2v ++2bb
h?2 bm`p2v ++2bb TM2H T`QpB/2b b2iiBM;b iQ HBKBi r?2M M/ ?Qr i?2 bm`p2v +M #2 ++2bb2/X _2bTQMb2
GBKBi /Bb#H2b i?2 bm`p2v 7i2`  +2`iBM MmK#2` ?p2 #22M +QHH2+i2/ M/ hBK2 GBKBi M/ am`p2v 2tTB`iBQM
HBKBi i?2 KQmMi Q7 iBK2  `2bTQM/2Mi +M bT2M/ QM i?2 bm`p2v M/ i?2 /i2 i r?B+? Bi +M #2 ++2bb2/
`2bT2+iBp2HvX
am`p2vb +M HHQr `2bTQM/2Mib iQ `2im`M Hi2` iQ +QKTH2i2  bm`p2v i?i ?b #22M T`2pBQmbHv bi`i2/X _1.*T
rBHH ;2M2`i2  `2im`M +Q/2 7Q`  `2bTQM/2Mi r?2M i?2v +?QQb2 iQ bp2 M/ `2im`M Hi2`- M/ mTQM 2Mi2`BM;
i?Bb +Q/2 i?2v +M +QKTH2i2 i?2B` Q`B;BMH bm`p2vX _2im`M +Q/2b +M #2 /Bb#H2/ 7Q` MQMvKQmb bm`p2vb- #mi
b?QmH/ #2 H27i 2M#H2/ 7Q` bm`p2vb rBi? B/2MiB7vBM; BM7Q`KiBQM b HH `2bTQMb2b rQmH/ #2 pBbB#H2 iQ `2im`MBM;
`2bTQM/2MibX am`p2vb HbQ bmTTQ`i HHQrBM; `2bTQM/2Mib iQ `2im`M M/ +?M;2 i?2B` T`2pBQmb `2bTQMb2b- #mi
i?Bb Bb HbQ /Bb#H2/ #v /27mHiX
am`p2v h2`KBMiBQM PTiBQMb
h?2 i2`KBMiBQM QTiBQMb TM2H +QMi`QHb i?2 #2?pBQ` 7QHHQrBM; +QKTH2iBQM Q7  bm`p2vX A7 KmHiBTH2 bm`p2vb
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6B;m`2 kXRe, h?2 bm`p2v ++2bb TM2H +QMi`QHb ?Qr i?2 bm`p2v Bb K/2 pBH#H2X
`2 BM i?2 T`QD2+i- i?2 +QKTH2i2/ bm`p2v +M #2 b2i iQ miQKiB+HHv KQp2 iQ i?2 M2ti QM2 7Q` i?2 +m``2Mi
`2bTQM/2Mi B7 i?Bb Bb i?2 /2bB`2/ #2?pBQ`X A7 MQi Q` B7 i?2 T`QD2+i QMHv ?b QM2 bm`p2v 7Q` i?2 +m``2Mi
`2bTQM/2Mi- i?2 bm`p2v +M `2/B`2+i i?2 #`Qrb2` iQ  M2r r2# //`2bb Q` +mbiQKBx2/ i2ti +M #2 2Mi2`2/
bBKBH` iQ i?2 bm`p2v BMbi`m+iBQMb b2+iBQMX
A7  bm`p2v rBHH #2 7mM+iBQMBM; b  H2;H +QMb2Mi /Q+mK2Mi- _1.*TǶb 2@*QMb2Mi 6`K2rQ`F +M #2 mb2/
iQ T`QpB/2 i?2 M2+2bb`v biQ`;2 M/ /Q+mK2MiiBQM `2[mB`2K2MibX AiǶb BKTQ`iMi iQ +?2+F rBi? vQm` HQ+H
BMbiBimiBQM iQ 2Mbm`2 vQm` /2THQvK2Mi Q7 _1.*T ?b #22M TT`Qp2/ iQ KM;2 2H2+i`QMB+ +QMb2MibX
6BMHHv- i?2 bm`p2v +M #2 +QM};m`2/ iQ b2M/  +QM}`KiBQM 2KBH iQ i?2 `2bTQM/2Mi r?B+? BM+Hm/2b i?2B`
`2bTQMb2bX h?Bb Kmbi #2 +QM};m`2/ iQ +QK2 7`QK  _1.*T mb2` Q` ++QmMi bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 T`QD2+iX
i i?Bb TQBMi i?2 b2iiBM;b +M #2 bp2/ M/ rBHH #2 HBp2 QM+2 i?2 bm`p2v Bb K/2 pBH#H2 iQ TQi2MiBH
`2bTQM/2MibX
LQr i?i i?2 bm`p2v T`2b2MiiBQM ?b #22M 2bi#HBb?2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 bm`p2v b2iiBM;b- r2 +M iF2  HQQF i
i?2 Qi?2` bm`p2v 72im`2b 7QmM/ QM i?2 /2bB;M2` T;2bX
am`p2v Zm2m2
h?2 bm`p2v [m2m2 T`QpB/2b  rv iQ HBMF KmHiBTH2 bm`p2vb BM  T`QD2+i iQ;2i?2` M/ T`QpB/2  +QMp2MB2Mi
pBbmHBxiBQM iQ  `2bTQM/2Mi /2iBHBM; r?B+? bm`p2vb i?2v ?p2 +QKTH2i2/- r?B+? `2 BM T`Q;`2bb- M/ r?B+?
biBHH M22/ iQ #2 /QM2X *HB+FBM; QM i?Bb #miiQM #`BM;b mT i?2 bm`p2v [m2m2 /BHQ;- r?B+? HHQrb bm`p2vb iQ
#2 //2/ M/ Q`/2`2/ BM i?2 [m2m2X h?2 bm`p2v /2bB;M2` +M HbQ /2+B/2 ?Qr i?2 [m2m2 rBHH ?M/H2 i?2
+QKTH2iBQM Q7 bm`p2vb- BX2X- r?2i?2`  `2bTQM/2Mi Bb `2im`M2/ iQ i?2 KBM T;2 Q7 i?2 bm`p2v [m2m2 2+? iBK2
i?2v +QKTH2i2  bm`p2v Q` i?2v `2 miQKiB+HHv `2/B`2+i2/ iQ i?2 M2ti bm`p2v i?2v b?QmH/ +QKTH2i2X
am`p2v GQ;BM
 bm`p2v HQ;BM T`QpB/2b  b2+m`2 rv 7Q` mb2`b iQ mi?2MiB+i2 iQ  bm`p2v #27Q`2 i?2v T`QpB/2 BM7Q`KiBQMX
h?2 mi?2MiB+iBQM +M #2  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 mT iQ i?`22 }2H/b- 7Q` 2tKTH2 }`bi MK2- Hbi MK2 M/ /i2 Q7
#B`i?X h?Bb T`QpB/2b  K2Mb iQ KQ`2 b2+m`2Hv i`+F r?Q Bb ++2bbBM;  T`iB+mH` bm`p2vX h?Bb bBKTHB}2b i?2
T`Q+2bb 7Q` `2im`MBM; iQ +QKTH2i2  bm`p2v Hi2`- b i?2 mb2` +M mb2 i?2B` mi?2MiB+iBQM [m2biBQMb `i?2`
i?M  `2im`M +Q/2X
am`p2v LQiB}+iBQMb
1+? _1.*T mb2` bbQ+Bi2/ rBi?  T`QD2+i +M `2+2Bp2 2KBH MQiB}+iBQMb r?2M  bm`p2v Bb +QKTH2i2/X
h?2 MQiB}+iBQM T`QpB/2b  HBMF iQ i?2 `2+Q`/ 7Q` i?2 +QKTH2i2/ bm`p2v- #mi +MMQi #2 +mbiQKBx2/ iQ BM+Hm/2
/Bz2`2Mi i2ti Q` /i TBT2/ BM 7`QK i?2 bm`p2v `2bTQMb2bX
miQKi2/ AMpBiiBQMb
kX9X laAL: al_o1ua AL uPl_ ahl.u kN
6B;m`2 kXRd, h?2 bm`p2v i2`KBMiBQM QTiBQMb /2i2`KBM2 bm`p2v #2?pBQ` 7i2`
+QKTH2iBQMX
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6B;m`2 kXR3, h?2 HQM;Bim/BMH TM2H b?Qr mT BM T`QD2+i b2imT r?2M  T`QD2+i ?b
HQM;Bim/BMH /i +QHH2+iBQM 2M#H2/X
6B;m`2 kXRN, .2}M2 Kv 2p2Mib T;2X
miQKi2/ bm`p2v BMpBiiBQMb T`QpB/2  rv iQ ?p2 _1.*T miQKiB+HHv b2M/ bm`p2v BMpBiiBQMb #b2/
QM +QM/BiBQM rBi?BM i?2 bm`p2v T`QD2+iX h?Bb +M BMpQHp2 i?2 +QKTH2iBQM Q7 Qi?2` bm`p2vb BM i?2 T`QD2+i Q`
HQ;B+ rBi?BM i?2 T`QD2+i Bib2H7X 6Q` 2tKTH2- B7  `2+Q`/ BM+Hm/2b }2H/b 7Q` MK2b M/ Qi?2` /2KQ;`T?B+
BM7Q`KiBQM- M/ vQm QMHv rMi iQ BMpBi2 `2bTQM/2Mib rBi? +QKTH2i2 BM7Q`KiBQM iQ +QKTH2i2 i?2 bm`p2v-
 +QM/BiBQM 7Q` M miQKi2/ BMpBiiBQM +QmH/ #2 i?i +2`iBM }2H/b +MMQi #2 2KTivX PM+2 i?2 +QM/BiBQM
2pHmi2b iQ i`m2- M/ i?Qb2 }2H/b +QMiBM /i- _1.*T rBHH b+?2/mH2 M/ b2M/ i?2 BMpBiiBQMX
kX8 *`2iBM;  GQM;Bim/BMH aim/v
7i2` 2M#HBM; HQM;Bim/BMH /i +QHH2+iBQM 7Q`Kb QM i?2 T`QD2+i b2imT T;2- i?2`2 rBHH #2  M2r TM2H QM
i?2 T`QD2+i b2imT +?2+FHBbiX h?Bb TM2H +QMiBMb i?2 HBMFb iQ irQ M2r T;2b- .2}M2 Kv 2p2Mib M/ .2bB;Mi2
BMbi`mK2Mib 7Q` Kv 2p2MibX
.2}M2 1p2Mib
PM i?2 .2}M2 1p2Mib T;2 vQm rBHH #2 #H2 iQ bT2+B7v r?B+? 2p2Mib `2 T`i Q7 vQm` T`QD2+iX 1+? 2p2Mi rBHH
#2HQM; iQ M `K- M/ B7 vQm QMHv rBb? iQ ?p2  bBM;H2 ;`QmT Q7 2p2Mib BM vQm` HQM;Bim/BMH bim/v- HH vQm`
2p2Mib rBHH #2HQM; iQ `K RX PM i?2 .2}M2 1p2Mib T;2 vQm `2 #H2 iQ // M2r `Kb iQ vQm` bim/v M/
// M2r 2p2Mib iQ 2+? `KX
_1.*T rBHH bi`i M2r HQM;Bim/BMH T`QD2+ib rBi?  bBM;H2 2p2Mi MK2/ 1p2Mi R BM `K R- Dmbi b i?2 }`bi
BMbi`mK2Mi BM M2r T`QD2+ib Bb Jv 6B`bi AMbi`mK2MiX uQm +M +?M;2 i?2 MK2 Q7 1p2Mi R iQ bQK2i?BM; KQ`2
/2b+`BTiBp2 #v +HB+FBM; QM i?2 T2M+BH B+QM iQ 2/Bi i?2 MK2X
.2bB;Mi2 AMbi`mK2Mib
LQr i?i r2 ?p2 +`2i2/ 2p2Mib- r2 M22/ iQ i2HH _1.*T r?B+? BMbi`mK2Mib rBHH #2 +QHH2+i2/ 7Q` 2+? 2p2MiX
Hi?Qm;? vQm +QmH/ bbB;M 2p2`v BMbi`mK2Mi iQ 2+? 2p2Mi- i?i rQmH/ MQi #2 i?2 #2bi mb2 Q7 i?2 HQM;Bim/BMH
T`QD2+iX 6Q` 2tKTH2- B7 vQm rMi2/ iQ +QHH2+i TiB2Mi H# /i Qp2` j pBbBib- vQm` _1.*T T`QD2+i rQmH/
?p2  /2KQ;`T?B+b 7Q`K 7Q` TiB2Mi BM7Q`KiBQM-  K2/B+H ?BbiQ`v 7Q`K- M/  H# pHm2b 7Q`KX uQm +QmH/
i?2M /BpB/2 vQm` T`QD2+i BMiQ 9 /Bb+`2i2 2p2MibX h?2 }`bi rQmH/ #2 1M`QHHK2Mi Q` S`QD2+i bi`iX h?Bb 2p2Mi
rQmH/ ?p2 i?2 .2KQ;`T?B+b M/ J2/B+H ?BbiQ`v 7Q`Kb b Bib BMbi`mK2MibX h?2M vQm rQmH/ ?p2 oBbBi R-
oBbBi k- M/ oBbBi jX h?2 G# oHm2b BMbi`mK2Mi rQmH/ #2 BM 2+? Q7 i?2b2 2p2Mib- #mi MQi BM i?2 1M`QHHK2Mi
2p2MiX GBF2rBb2 i?2 .2KQ;`T?B+b M/ J2/B+H >BbiQ`v 2p2Mib rQmH/ MQi #2 BM+Hm/2/ BM i?2 oBbBi 2p2MibX
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6B;m`2 kXky, h?2 // M2r 2p2Mib TM2H bmTTQ`ib //BM; M2r `Kb M/ 2p2Mib #v
MK2X
6B;m`2 kXkR, AMbi`mK2Mib +M #2 /2bB;Mi2/ b HQM;Bim/BMH 7`QK i?2 /2bB;Mi2
BMbi`mK2Mib T;2X
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*?Ti2` j
JM;BM; uQm` aim/v h2K
AM i?2 Hbi +?Ti2` r2 +QMiBMm2/ i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 T`QD2+i +`2iBQM rBi? i?2 /2bB;M M/ BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 i?2
2H2+i`QMB+ +b2 `2TQ`i 7Q`KX AM i?Bb +?Ti2` r2 rBHH /Bb+mbb i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 ;`MiBM; Qi?2` _1.*T mb2`b ++2bb
iQ vQm` T`QD2+iX "v /27mHi i?2 T`QD2+i +`2iQ` rBHH ?p2 ++2bb iQ HH bT2+ib Q7 i?2 T`QD2+i- M/ i?Bb Kv #2
bm{+B2Mi 7Q` bKHH T`QD2+ibX >Qr2p2`- BM KQbi +b2b b2p2`H T`QD2+i `QH2b rBHH #2 M2+2bb`v 7Q`  bm++2bb7mH
bim/v- BM+Hm/BM; i?2 T`BK`v BMp2biB;iQ`- +Q@BMp2biB;iQ`b- /i +QHH2+iBQM T2`bQMM2H- M/ #BQbiiBbiB+BMbX
aBM+2 _1.*T Bb r2#@#b2/ Bi +M bmTTQ`i +QHH#Q`iBQM QM `2b2`+? T`QD2+ib #2ir22M i?2b2 BM/BpB/mHbX Ai
+M HbQ bmTTQ`i i?2 ;`QmTBM; Q7 mb2`b #b2/ QM bT2+B}+ `2+Q`/b BM i?2 T`QD2+i iQ r?B+? i?2v b?QmH/ ?p2
++2bb- BM i?2 7Q`K Q7 .i ++2bb :`QmTb U.:bVX
aB/2#`, TTHB+iBQMb
AM *?Ti2` 9 r2 HQQF2/ i i?2 .i *QHH2+iBQM b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 bB/2#` M/ BM i?Bb b2+iBQM r2 rBHH HQQF i
i?2 b2+iBQM iBiH2/ TTHB+iBQMbX h?2 bbB;MK2Mi Q7 mb2` `B;?ib iQ mb2`b BM  T`QD2+i rBHH z2+i r?B+? HBMFb
`2 /BbTHv2/ BM i?2 TTHB+iBQMb b2+iBQM bQ r2 rBHH bi`i rBi?  [mB+F /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 2+? Q7 i?2b2 HBMFb M/
/Bb+mbb r?i ivT2b Q7 mb2`b b?QmH/ ?p2 ++2bb iQ 2+?X h?2 TTHB+iBQMb i?2Kb2Hp2b rBHH #2 /Bb+mbb2/ KQ`2
7mHHv BM bm#b2[m2Mi +?Ti2`bX
Ç H2`ib  LQiB}+iBQMb Ĝ b2M/ 2KBH H2`ib
Ç *H2M/` Ĝ b+?2/mH2 bim/v 2p2Mib
Ç .i 1tTQ`ib- _2TQ`ib- M/ aiib Ĝ 2tTQ`i /i
Ç .i AKTQ`i hQQH Ĝ BKTQ`i /i
Ç .i *QKT`BbQM hQQH Ĝ +QKT`2 `2+Q`/b
Ç GQ;;BM; Ĝ ++2bb T`QD2+i HQ;b
Ç 6B2H/ *QKK2Mi GQ; Ĝ ++2bb }2H/ +QKK2Mib
Ç 6BH2 _2TQbBiQ`v Ĝ ++2bb 2tTQ`ib M/ mTHQ/2/ }H2b
Ç lb2` _B;?ib M/ .:b Ĝ b2i mb2` `B;?ib
Ç *mbiQKBx2  JM;2 GQ+FBM;f1@bB;Mim`2b Ĝ b2i HQ+FBM; 72im`2b
Ç .i ZmHBiv Ĝ b2i `2H@iBK2 /i [mHBiv `mH2b
Ç SA M/ SA SHv;`QmM/ Ĝ b2i mT SA ++2bb
Ç _1.*T JQ#BH2 TT Ĝ b2i mT KQ#BH2 TT ++2bb
Ç 1ti2`MH JQ/mH2b Ĝ bbB;M 2ti2`MH KQ/mH2b iQ T`QD2+i
jXR q?Q *M ++2bb uQm` aim/v
6`QK i?2 T`QD2+i b2imT T;2- r2 rBHH KQp2 Tbi i?2 QTiBQMH KQ/mH2b M/ T`QD2+i #QQFK`Fb TM2Hb iQ i?2
lb2` _B;?ib M/ S2`KBbbBQMb TM2HX PTiBQMH KQ/mH2b M/ T`QD2+i #QQFK`Fb rBHH #2 +Qp2`2/ Hi2`- b i?2B`
jj
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6B;m`2 jXR, h?2 Mp#` Q7 i?2 mb2` `B;?ib T;2 BM+Hm/2b i?2 mb2` `B;?ib M/ /i
++2bb ;`QmTb T;2bX
6B;m`2 jXk, lb2`b +M +`2i2 `QH2b- bbB;M mb2`b iQ +`2i2/ `QH2b- Q` bbB;M +mbiQK
mb2` `B;?ib iQ  mb2`X
/27mHi pHm2b `2 mbmHHv bm{+B2Mi 7Q` KQbi T`QD2+ibX qBi?BM i?2 mb2` `B;?ib TM2H `2 HBMFb iQ i?2 mb2`
`B;?ib M/ /i ++2bb ;`QmTb T;2bX
h?2 }`bi TM2H QM i?2 mb2` `B;?ib T;2 Bb i?2 // M2r mb2`b TM2HX h?Bb Bb r?2`2  mb2` BM i?2 _1.*T bvbi2K
+M #2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 +m``2Mi T`QD2+iX PMHv mb2`b i?i ?p2 #22M ;Bp2M ++QmMib BM i?2 _1.*T BMbiM+2
`2 pBH#H2 iQ #2 bbB;M2/ 7`QK i?Bb b+`22MX A7  mb2` M22/b ++2bb iQ i?2 bvbi2K-  _1.*T /KBMBbi`iQ`
rBHH ?p2 iQ 2bi#HBb? M ++QmMi 7Q` i?2KX PM+2 i?Bb Bb /QM2- i?2B` ++QmMi rBHH #2 ++2bbB#H2 7`QK i?2 mb2`
`B;?ib T;2X
h?2`2 `2 irQ rvb iQ //  M2r mb2` iQ  T`QD2+iX h?2 }`bi Bb iQ // i?2K M/ KMmHHv bbB;M i?2B` `B;?ib
7Q` i?2 /Bz2`2Mi T`QD2+i TTHB+iBQMbX h?2 b2+QM/ Bb iQ bbB;M i?2K iQ  T`QD2+i `QH2 i?i ?b H`2/v ?/
T`QD2+i `B;?ib 7Q` i?2 `QH2 bbB;M2/X q2 rBHH bi`i rBi? //BM;  mb2` rBi? +mbiQK `B;?ibX
6Q`  bKHH T`QD2+i rBi? 72r mb2`b- //BM; rBi? +mbiQK `B;?ib Bb  Km+? 7bi2` rv iQ ;2i i?2 T`QD2+i mT 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`2 HQQFBM; 7Q` /Q2b MQi TT2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vQm ?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iBQM M/ i?i i?2 /2bB`2/ 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?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// rBi? +mbiQK `B;?ib #miiQM iQ QT2M i?2 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HQ;X
h?2`2 `2 b2p2`H TM2Hb BM i?2 //BM; M2r mb2` /BHQ;X PM i?2 H27i bB/2 `2 i?2 TM2Hb 7Q` i?2 ivT2b Q7
T`QD2+i TTHB+iBQM ++2bb i?2 mb2` b?QmH/ ?p2 M/ QM i?2 `B;?i Bb i?2 HBbi 7Q` i?2 ivT2b Q7 /i 2Mi`v `B;?ib 
mb2` b?QmH/ ?p2X h?2 /i 2Mi`v `B;?ib `2 b2T`i2/ #v _1.*T BMbi`mK2Mi- M/ +M #2 b2i iQ LQ ++2bb-
_2/ PMHv Q` oB2r  1/BiX A7 M BMbi`mK2Mi Bb b2i iQ LQ ++2bb 7Q`  mb2`- i?2v rBHH MQi #2 #H2 iQ pB2r Q`
2tTQ`i Mv Q7 i?2 /i bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?i BMbi`mK2MiX lb2`b rBi? _2/ PMHv +M `2/ Q` 2tTQ`i /i 7Q`
M BMbi`mK2Mi- #mi MQi +?M;2 BiX lb2`b rBi? oB2r  1/Bi ?p2 7mHH ++2bb iQ i?2 BMbi`mK2MiX
h?2 T`QD2+i TTHB+iBQM ++2bb QM i?2 `B;?i ?b b2p2`H b2+iBQMb bi`iBM; rBi? "bB+ _B;?ibX h?2 1tTB`iBQM
.i2 }2H/ HHQrb b2iiBM; M 2tTB`iBQM /i2 7Q` i?2 mb2`b ++2bb iQ i?Bb T`QD2+iX L2ti `2 i?2 ?B;?2bi H2p2H
T`BpBH2;2b 7Q` i?2 T`QD2+i- mbmHHv BMi2M/2/ 7Q` i?2 T`QD2+i /2bB;M2` M/ SAX S`QD2+i .2bB;M M/ a2imT HHQrb
//BM; M2r }2H/b iQ i?2 BMbi`mK2Mib M/ +?M;BM; T`QD2+i b2iiBM;b BM i?2 T`QD2+i b2imT T;2X lb2` `B;?ib
HHQrb //BM; M2r mb2`b iQ i?2 T`QD2+i M/ 2/BiBM; i?2B` ivT2b Q7 ++2bbX h?2 mb2` `B;?ib T;2 Bb QMHv ++2bbB#H2
r?2M i?Bb `B;?i Bb bbB;M2/X *`2iQ`b Q7  T`QD2+i rBHH ?p2 i?2b2 `B;?ib b2i #v /27mHi r?2M i?2 T`QD2+i Bb
}`bi +`2i2/X .i ++2bb :`QmTb HHQrb i?2 .i ++2bb :`QmTb T;2 iQ #2 ++2bb2/ M/ i?Qb2 ;`QmTb iQ
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6B;m`2 jXj, h?2 #bB+ `B;?ib TM2H /2i2`KBM2b i?2 ?B;?2bi H2p2H T`BpBH2;2b
BM+Hm/BM; T`QD2+i b2iiBM;b- //BM; mb2`b- M/ /i 2tTQ`iX
#2 +?M;2/X L2ti BM #bB+ `B;?ib `2 i?2 T`BpBH2;2b 7Q` HH ivT2b Q7 /i 2tTQ`ibX  mb2` Kmbi ?p2 bQK2 ivT2
Q7 2tTQ`i T`BpBH2;2 bbB;M2/ M/ i?2 /27mHi Bb /2@B/2MiB}2/X h?Bb K2Mb MQ /i }2H/ rBi? i?2 B/2MiB}#H2
~; b2i /m`BM; 2*_6 +`2iBQM +M #2 2tTQ`i2/ HQM; rBi? Mv /i2 Q` 7`22 7Q`K i2ti }2H/X h?2 Qi?2` QTiBQMb
`2 LQ ++2bb- _2KQp2 HH i;;2/ A/2MiB}2` }2H/b- M/ 6mHH .i a2iX _2KQp2 HH i;;2/ A/2MiB}2` 6B2H/b
`2Ht2b i?2 /i2 M/ 7`22 7Q`K i2ti `2bi`B+iBQMb Q7 /2@A/2MiB}2/ #mi biBHH `2KQp2b }2H/b i;;2/ rBi? A/2MiB}2`X
6mHH .i a2i T`QpB/2b MQ `2bi`B+iBQMb M/ LQ ++2bb /Bb#H2b 2tTQ`ib 2MiB`2HvX
h?2 //f1/BifP`;MBx2 _2TQ`ib HHQrb i?2 mb2` iQ // M/ pB2r `2TQ`ib- #mi Kv ?p2 +2`iBM /i `2@
bi`B+i2/ i i?2 `2TQ`i H2p2HX h?2 biib `2 +?`ib b2iiBM; rBHH HHQr i?2 mb2` iQ pB2r i?2 +?`iBM; pBbmHBxiBQM
7Q` `2TQ`ib r?2M i?2v `2 pB2r2/X
h?2 M2ti mb2` `B;?ib TM2H 7Q+mb2b QM i?2 i?2 _1.*T JQ#BH2 TT ++2bb M/ T`QD2+i `2+Q`/ ++2bbX A7
i?2 _1.*T JQ#BH2 TT ?b #22M 2M#H2/ 7Q` i?2 T`QD2+i- bbB;MBM; i?2 _1.*T JQ#BH2 TT T`BpBH2;2
rBHH HHQr i?2 mb2` iQ BMi2`+i rBi? i?2 T`QD2+i mbBM; i?2 TT 7`QK i?2B` KQ#BH2 /2pB+2X uQm +M +mbiQKBx2
r?2i?2` Q` MQi i?2v `2 #H2 iQ /QrMHQ/ /i 7Q` HH `2+Q`/b iQ i?2 TTX
h?2 M2ti b2+iBQM BMpQHp2b *`2iBM;- _2MKBM; M/ .2H2iBM; `2+Q`/bX h?2 /27mHi b2iiBM; 7Q`  M2r mb2` Bb iQ
#2 #H2 iQ +`2i2 M2r `2+Q`/bX A7 i?Bb Bb /Bb#H2/- i?2 mb2` rBHH QMHv #2 #H2 iQ BMi2`+i rBi? `2+Q`/b H`2/v
2Mi2`2/ BMiQ i?2 T`QD2+iX _2MKBM; `2+Q`/b HHQrb  mb2` iQ +?M;2 i?2 `2+Q`/ A. 7Q`  `2+Q`/X h?Bb Bb MQi
2M#H2/ #v /27mHi b i?2 `2+Q`/ A. Bb i?2 T`BK`v rv _1.*T Q`;MBx2b `2+Q`/b- M/ +?M;BM; i?2 A.
+M +`2i2 BM+QMbBbi2M+B2b rBi? T`2pBQmb /i 2tTQ`ib- /i BKTQ`ib M/ HQ;;BM;X .2H2iBM; `2+Q`/b Bb HbQ MQi
2M#H2/ #v /27mHi b i?Bb b2iiBM; HHQrb  mb2` iQ Tm`;2 /i 7`QK i?2 bvbi2KX .2H2iBM;  `2+Q`/ +MMQi #2
mM/QM2X
_2+Q`/ HQ+FBM; T`BpBH2;2b /2i2`KBM2 i?2 mb2`Ƕb #BHBiv iQ HQ+F M/ mMHQ+F `2+Q`/bX _2+Q`/b `2 mbmHHv HQ+F2/
b  /i [mHBiv +iBQM iQ T`2p2Mi +?M;2b iQ  `2+Q`/ QM+2 Bi ?b #22M `2pB2r2/ #v  T`QD2+i KM;2`X
1@bB;Mim`2b `2 BMi2M/2/ iQ T`QpB/2  ?B;?2` H2p2H Q7 pHB/iBQM i?M HQ+FBM;- b  mb2` rBi? 2@bB;Mim`2
T`BpBH2;2b r?Q HQ+Fb  `2+Q`/ rBi? M 2@bB;Mim`2 Bb bF2/ iQ BMTmi i?2B` _1.*T HQ;BM +`2/2MiBHb iQ p2`B7v
i?i i?2 `2+Q`/ b?QmH/ #2 HQ+F2/ M/ i?2 iBK2 M/ /i2 Q7 i?2 HQ+F rBHH #2 `2+Q`/2/ BM _1.*TǶb m/Bi i`BHX
GQ+F2/ M/ 2@bB;Mim`2 HQ+F2/ `2+Q`/b +M #2 mMHQ+F2/ M/ +?M;2/ Mv MmK#2` Q7 iBK2b #v mb2`b rBi? i?2
`2H2pMi T`BpBH2;2bX
6BMHHv Qi?2` T`BpBH2;2b BM+Hm/2 i?2 Qi?2` T`QD2+i TTHB+iBQM T;2b /Bb+mbb2/ i i?2 #2;BMMBM; Q7 i?2 +?Ti2`X
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6B;m`2 jX9, lb2` T`BpBH2;2b 7Q` `2+Q`/b M/ _1.*T KQ#BH2 TTX
6B;m`2 jX8, S`BpBH2;2b 7Q` _1.*T T;2b HBF2 i?2 /i BKTQ`i iQQH M/ /i
[mHBiv `2 BM i?2 Qi?2` T`BpBH2;2b b2+iBQM Q7 mb2` `B;?ib bbB;MK2MiX
h?2 T`BpBH2;2b HHQr ++2bb iQ i?2 T`QD2+i +H2M/`- /i BKTQ`i iQQH- .i *QKT`BbQM hQQH- GQ;;BM;- 6BH2
_2TQbBiQ`v- .i ZmHBiv M/ SA T;2bX
jXk bbB;MBM; aim/v _QH2b
b K2MiBQM2/ #27Q`2- i?2 T`BpBH2;2b 7Q`  mb2` +M #2 bbB;M2/ KMmHHv- #mi 7Q` H`;2` T`QD2+ib rBi?  H`;2
MmK#2` Q7 mb2`b M/ _1.*T BMbi`mK2Mib- Bi Bb KQ`2 2{+B2Mi iQ mb2 _1.*TǶb lb2` _QH2bX  mb2` `QH2 Bb
 MK2/ i2KTHi2 rBi? HH Q7 i?2 T`BpBH2;2b QM i?2 mb2` `B;?ib T;2 H`2/v b2iX 6Q` 2tKTH2  mb2` `QH2 7Q`
bQK2QM2 r?Q rBHH QMHv #2 /QBM; /i 2Mi`v 7Q`  T`QD2+i KB;?i ?p2 oB2r  1/Bi ++2bb iQ HH BMbi`mK2Mib-
#mi MQ 2tTQ`i Q` T`QD2+i /2bB;M T`BpBH2;2bX  #BQbiiBbiB+BM +QmH/ ?p2 oB2r PMHv ++2bb iQ HH BMbi`mK2Mib
M/ 6mHH 1tTQ`i `B;?ib #mi MQi i?2 +`2i2 `2+Q`/ T`BpBH2;2X PM+2 i?2b2 `QH2b `2 2bi#HBb?2/- //BM; M2r mb2`b
iQ  T`QD2+i #2+QK2b p2`v bBKTH2X AM //BiBQM- Bi #2+QK2b Km+? 2bB2` iQ i`+F i?2 /Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 ++2bb
mb2`b rBi?BM M Q`;MBxiBQM TQbb2bb M/ `QH2b BM _1.*T +M #2 `2+QM+BH2/ rBi? `QH2b BM Qi?2` KM;2K2Mi
bvbi2Kb bm+? b i?Qb2 mb2/ #v M BMbiBimiBQMH `2pB2r #Q`/X
jXj lbBM; .i ++2bb :`QmTb
.i ++2bb :`QmTb `2  K2+?MBbK T`QpB/2/ #v _1.*T iQ b2T`i2 ++2bb iQ T`QD2+i `2+Q`/b #b2/ QM
r?B+? mb2` +`2i2/ i?2 `2+Q`/X h?Bb Bb mb27mH 7Q` bim/B2b r?B+? Kv #2 KmHiB@bBi2 BM Mim`2X .i 2Mi`v
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6B;m`2 jXe, h?2 mb2` `QH2 i#H2 T`QpB/2b  bMTb?Qi Q7 i?2 +QKTH2i2 T`BpBH2;2b Q7
 mb2` Q` `QH2X
6B;m`2 jXd, ++2bb ;`QmTb +M #2 +`2i2/ M/ mb2`b bbB;M2/ 7`QK i?2 +`2i2 M2r
;`QmTb TM2HX
T2`bQMH i QM2 bBi2 Kmbi ?p2 pB2r M/ 2/Bi T`BpBH2;2b 7Q` i?2B` QrM bBi2 /i- #mi b?QmH/ MQi ?p2 Bi 7Q`
Qi?2` bBi2bX aBM+2 mb2` `B;?ib T`BpBH2;2b QMHv `2bi`B+i ++2bb i i?2 BMbi`mK2Mi H2p2H- i?2`2 rQmH/ #2 MQ rv
iQ +?B2p2 i?Bb BM  bBM;H2 T`QD2+i rBi?Qmi /i ++2bb ;`QmTbX
h?2 /i ++2bb ;`QmTb T;2 T`QpB/2b #miiQMb iQ +`2i2 M2r ++2bb ;`QmTb M/ iQ bbB;M mb2`b iQ  ;`QmTX
lb2`b r?Q `2 MQi bbB;M2/ iQ Mv ;`QmT rBHH ?p2 MQ `2bi`B+iBQMb QM i?2 `2+Q`/b i?2v Kv BMi2`+i rBi?X
lb2`b bbB;M2/ iQ  ;`QmT- rBHH QMHv #2 #H2 iQ BMi2`+i rBi? `2+Q`/b +`2i2/ i?2Kb2Hp2b Q` #v Qi?2` K2K#2`b
Q7 i?2B` /i ++2bb ;`QmTX
6B;m`2 jX3, h?2 /i ++2bb ;`QmTb i#H2 HBbib HH i?2 +m``2Mi /i ++2bb ;`QmTb
BM i?2 T`QD2+i M/ b?Qrb r?B+? mb2`b `2 bbB;M2/ iQ 2+?X
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AM i?2 Hbi +?Ti2` r2 /Bb+mbb2/ b2iiBM; mT mb2` KM;2K2Mi QM i?2 mb2` `B;?ib M/ /i ++2bb ;`QmTb T;2bX
AM i?Bb +?Ti2` r2 rBHH /Bb+mbb bQK2 Q7 i?2 +mbiQKBxiBQMb M/ QTiBQMH KQ/mH2b _1.*T KF2b pBH#H2X
9XR 1M#HBM; PTiBQMH JQ/mH2b
q2 `2im`M MQr iQ i?2 i?B`/ TM2H /QrM QM i?2 T`QD2+i b2imT T;2- 1M#H2 QTiBQMH KQ/mH2b M/ +mb@
iQKBxiBQMbX 6Q` KMv T`QD2+ib- i?2 /27mHi b2iiBM;b QM i?Bb TM2H `2 TT`QT`Bi2- #mi BM bQK2 +b2b i?2b2
//BiBQMH 72im`2b +M #2 mb27mH 7Q`  T`QD2+i Q` bim/vX
_2T2i#H2 AMbi`mK2Mib
h?2 `2T2i#H2 BMbi`mK2Mib b2iiBM; HHQrb BMbi`mK2Mib BM _1.*T iQ #2 /2bB;Mi2/ b `2T2iBM;- K2MBM;
i?2v +M ?p2 KmHiBTH2 ;`QmTb Q7 /i T2` `2+Q`/ 7Q` i?i BMbi`mK2MiX _1.*TǶb /i 7Q`Ki Bb BMi2M/2/
iQ +HQb2Hv `2b2K#H2 ~i i#H2 7Q`Kib HBF2 2t+2H- r?2`2 2p2`v }2H/ Q7 /i #2HQM; iQ i?2 bK2 `Qr BM i?2
i#H2X h?2`2 `2 KMv BMbiM+2b r?2M Bi rQmH/ #2 KQ`2 2{+B2Mi iQ ?p2 KmHiBTH2 /i }2H/b HBMF2/ iQ i?2
bK2 `2+Q`/X h?Bb rb /QM2 bBKBH`Hv BM _1.*T rBi? HQM;Bim/BMH T`QD2+ibX lMHBF2- HQM;Bim/BMH T`QD2+ib-
 `2T2iBM; 7Q`K /Q2b MQi ?p2 iQ ?p2 2+? 2p2Mi +`2i2/ KMmHHvX  M2r `2T2iBM; BMbiM+2 rBi?BM 
`2+Q`/ +M #2 +`2i2/ QM M /@?Q+ #bBbX
miQ@MmK#2`BM;
miQ MmK#2`BM; 7Q` `2+Q`/b Bb 2M#H2/ #v /27mHi QM M2r T`QD2+ibX h?Bb b2iiBM; i2HHb _1.*T iQ bbB;M 
mMB[m2 `2+Q`/ A. }2H/ iQ M2r `2+Q`/b r?2M  mb2` //b  `2+Q`/ 7`QK i?2 //f1/Bi _2+Q`/b T;2X h?Bb
2Mbm`2b i?i 2+? `2+Q`/ A. Bb mMB[m2- r?B+? Bb  `2[mB`2K2Mi 7Q` HH _1.*T T`QD2+ibX A7 i?Bb Bb /Bb#H2/- 
mb2` rBHH M22/ iQ 2Mi2`  mMB[m2 `2+Q`/ A. 2p2`v iBK2  `2+Q`/ Bb +`2i2/ Q` mTHQ/2/ rBi? i?2 /i BKTQ`i
6B;m`2 9XR, h?2 QTiBQMH KQ/mH2b TM2H +QMiBMb i?2 KQbi +QKKQM T`QD2+i
+mbiQKBxiBQMbX miQ@MmK#2`BM; Bb 2M#H2/ #v /27mHi QM M2r T`QD2+ibX
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iQQHX _1.*T rBHH b+M i?2 /i#b2 r?2M  mb2` 2Mi2`b  M2r `2+Q`/ A.- M/ B7  `2+Q`/ rBi? i?i `2+Q`/
A. H`2/v 2tBbib- i?2 M2r `2+Q`/ rBHH MQi #2 +`2i2/X
a+?2/mHBM; JQ/mH2
h?2 b+?2/mHBM; KQ/mH2 HHQrb vQm iQ ;2M2`i2  b+?2/mH2 7Q` pBbBib Q` H#b 7Q` i?2 2p2Mib BM  HQM;Bim/BMH
T`QD2+iX A7 i?Bb Bb 2M#H2/-  M2r HBMF rBHH #2 //2/ iQ i?2 /i +QHH2+iBQM bB/2#` +HH2/ a+?2/mHBM;X h?2
.2}M2 Jv 1p2Mib T;2 7Q` HQM;Bim/BMH T`QD2+ib rBHH HbQ ?p2  M2r }2H/ 7Q` 2+? 2p2Mi +HH2/ .vb Pzb2iX
.vb Qzb2i HHQrb vQm iQ bT2+B7v ?Qr KMv /vb M 2p2Mi Bb 7i2` Q` #27Q`2 i?2 }`bi /2}M2/ 2p2MiX PM+2 i?Bb
Bb b2i 7Q` i?2 2p2Mib- ;QBM; iQ i?2 a+?2/mHBM; T;2 rBHH HHQr vQm iQ ;2M2`i2  b+?2/mH2 7Q` 2p2Mib i?i rBHH
#2 biQ`2/ QM i?2 *H2M/` T;2X
_M/QKBxiBQM KQ/mH2
_M/QKBxiBQM Bb  T`Q+2bb mb2/ BM +HBMB+H i`BHb iQ p`v r?B+? bm#D2+ib `2 bbB;M2/ iQ r?B+? +QMi`QH ;`QmTb
BM M mM#Bb2/ rvX _1.*TǶb `M/QKBxiBQM 72im`2 HHQrb  T`QD2+i /2bB;M2` iQ /2p2HQT  `M/QKBxiBQM
KQ/2H 7Q` i?Bb Tm`TQb2X PM+2 i?Bb 72im`2 Bb 2M#H2/-  HBMF iQ i?2 `M/QKBxiBQM T;2 rBHH TT2` BM i?2
TTHB+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i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i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i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i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6B;m`2 8XR, h?2 /i 2tTQ`ib T;2 BM+Hm/2b  HBbi Q7 ++2bbB#H2 `2TQ`ib M/ HBMFb iQ
+`2i2 M2r `2TQ`ib- 2tTQ`i i?2 2MiB`2 /i b2i- Q` 2tTQ`i b2H2+i2/ BMb`mK2Mib QMHvX
6B;m`2 8Xk, LKBM; M2r `2TQ`ib Bb `2[mB`2/ M/ T`QpB/BM;  /2b+`BTiBQM Bb
bm;;2bi2/X
8XRX 1sSP_hAL: .h L. :1L1_hAL: _1SP_ha 9N
6B;m`2 8Xj, L2r `2TQ`ib +M #2 pBbB#H2 M/ 2/Bi#H2 #v HH mb2`b Q` bT2+B}+ mb2`b
QMHvX
6B;m`2 8X9, h?2 }2H/b iQ BM+Hm/2 BM  `2TQ`i +M #2 //2/ BM/BpB/mHHv Q` b M
2MiB`2 BMbi`mK2MiX
 M2r `2TQ`i Bb iQ ;Bp2 Bi  MK2X aBM+2 2+? `2TQ`i ?b M BMi2`MH A.- vQm +M 722H 7`22 iQ +?M;2 i?2 MK2
7i2` i?2 `2TQ`i Bb +`2i2/X h?2 MK2 b?QmH/ #2 b /2b+`BTiBp2 b TQbbB#H2- b i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `2TQ`ib BM 
T`QD2+i +M ;`Qr iQ #2 p2`v H`;2X _2TQ`ib +M HbQ ?p2  /2b+`BTiBQM i?i rBHH rBHH #2 /BbTHv2/ i i?2 iQT
Q7 i?2 `2TQ`i T;2 r?2M pB2r2/X h?Bb Bb mb27mH 7Q` biQ`BM; BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 BMi2M/2/ Tm`TQb2 Q7 i?2
`2TQ`i 7Q` 2Bi?2` i?2 `2TQ`i +`2iQ` Q` Qi?2` mb2`b Q7 i?2 `2TQ`iX
_2/+TǶb `2TQ`i +`2iBQM T;2 #`2Fb /QrM i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 +`2iBM; M 2z2+iBp2 `2TQ`i BMiQ 9 bi2Tb- 2+? rBi?
Bib QrM TM2H QM i?2 +`2i2 `2TQ`i T;2X 7i2` T`QpB/BM;  MK2 M/ /2b+`BTiBQM 7Q` i?2 `2TQ`i- i?2 }`bi
bi2T Bb iQ /2+B/2 r?Q rBHH M22/ ++2bb iQ BiX ++2bb iQ  `2TQ`i Bb /BpB/2/ BMiQ pB2r ++2bb M/ 2/Bi ++2bb
M/ i?2b2 b2iiBM;b `2 b?QrM BM i?2 mb2` ++2bb b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 bi2T R TM2HX "v /27mHi  M2r `2TQ`i rBHH
#2 ++2bbB#H2 iQ HH mb2`b BM i?2 T`QD2+i 7Q` pB2rBM; M/ 2/BiBM;X "v brBi+?BM; 2Bi?2` iQ +mbiQK mb2` ++2bb-
vQm rBHH #2 #H2 iQ b2H2+i i?2 bT2+B}+ mb2`b- mb2` `QH2b Q` /i ++2bb ;`QmTb i?i i?2 M2r `2TQ`i b?QmH/ #2
bbQ+Bi2/ rBi?X
AM ai2T k Q7 `2TQ`i +`2iBQM- i?2 }2H/b i?2 `2TQ`i rBHH /BbTHv M22/ iQ #2 b2H2+i2/X "v /27mHi i?2 _2+Q`/ A.
}2H/ rBHH #2 BM+Hm/2/ BM i?2 `2TQ`iX h?2 _2+Q`/ A. }2H/ +M #2 `2KQp2/ 7`QK i?2 `2TQ`i- #mi i H2bi QM2
}2H/ Kmbi #2 BM i?2 `2TQ`i 7Q` Bi iQ #2 bp2/X L2r }2H/b +M #2 //2/ iQ i?2 `2TQ`i QM2 i  iBK2 #v ivTBM;
i?2 MK2 BMiQ i?2 i2ti #Qt M2ti iQ i?2 }2H/ MmK#2` Q` #v mbBM; i?2 /`QT@/QrMX
6Q` H`;2 T`QD2+ib rBi?  HQi Q7 }2H/b _1.*T BM+Hm/2b bQK2 7bi2` rvb iQ // }2H/b iQ i?2 `2TQ`iX h?2
ZmB+F // 72im`2 Bb i i?2 iQT Q7 i?2 ai2T k TM2H M/ HmM+?2b  /BHQ; +QMiBMBM; HH }2H/b BM i?2 T`QD2+i b
+?2+F#Qt2b i?i +M #2 +?2+F2/ Qz iQ [mB+FHv // i?Qb2 }2H/b iQ i?2 `2TQ`iX HH }2H/b BM M 2MiB`2 BMbi`mK2Mi
+M HbQ #2 //2/ i QM+2 7`QK i?Bb /BHQ;X h?Bb KF2b Bi  HBiiH2 2bB2` iQ }M2 imM2 i?2 `2TQ`i iQ BM+Hm/2
QMHv i?2 }2H/b i?i `2 M2+2bb`vX
*?2+F#Qt }2H/b BM i?2 T`QD2+i +M #2 +QK#BM2/ BMiQ  bBM;H2 +QHmKM #v +?2+FBM; i?2 QTiBQM mM/2` //BiBQMH
`2TQ`i QTiBQMbX  `2TQ`i rBi? i?Bb QTiBQM b2H2+i2/ rBHH bp2 bQK2 bT+2 #v QMHv b?QrBM; +?2+F#Qt2b i?i r2`2
b2H2+i2/ BM  `2+Q`/- BMbi2/ Q7 b?QrBM; i?2 MK2 Q7 2+? +?2+F#Qt rBi? i?2 +?2+F2/ Q` mM+?2+F2/ pHm2X
h?2 QTiBQM2/ /BbTHv2/ BM //BiBQMH `2TQ`i QTiBQMb `2 `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 T`QD2+i 72im`2b M/ rBHH BM+Hm/2 M
QTiBQM iQ b?Qr bm`p2v B/2MiB}2`b 7Q` bm`p2vb M/ /i ++2bb ;`QmT MK2b 7Q` 2+? `2+Q`/ B7 i?Qb2 `2bT2+iBp2
T`QD2+i 72im`2b `2 #2BM; mb2/X
AM bi2T j Q7 `2TQ`i +`2iBQM- }Hi2`b 7Q` i?2 `2TQ`i +M #2 +`2i2/ M/ bbB;M2/X 6BHi2`b `2 QTiBQMH M/ B7
8y *>Sh1_ 8X AJS_PoAL: ahl.u ZlGAhu
6B;m`2 8X8, _2TQ`i }Hi2`b HBKBi i?2 `2bmHib Q7  `2TQ`i iQ bT2+B}+ +QMbi`BMib bm+?
b /i2 Q` TQTmHiBQM bm#b2iX
6B;m`2 8Xe, _2TQ`i `2bmHib +M #2 Q`/2`2/ #v  /Bz2`2Mi }2H/ i?M `2+Q`/ A.X
MQM2 `2 mb2/- i?2 7mHH /i b2i Q7 i?2 b2H2+i2/ `2TQ`i }2H/ rBHH #2 b?QrMX aBM+2  `2TQ`i Bb BMi2M/2/ iQ
+QKKmMB+i2 bQK2 b2H2+iBp2 72im`2b Q7 i?2 /i-  }Hi2` Bb mbmHHv T`i Q7 M 2z2+iBp2 `2TQ`iX _1.*T
BM+Hm/2b Bib QrM }Hi2`BM; HQ;B+ i?i Bb bBKBH` iQ i?2 #`M+?BM; HQ;B+ mb2/ BM /i +QHH2+iBQM 7Q`Kb M/ bm`p2vb
M/ i?2 +H+mHiBQMb mb2/ 7Q` +H+mHi2/ }2H/bX
6BHi2`b +M #2 +`2i2/ BM irQ 7Q`Kib- #bB+ M/ /pM+2/X 6Q`  #bB+ }Hi2`- vQm +M mb2 i?2 /`QT /QrM BM
i?2 6BHi2`b b2+iBQM iQ b2H2+i i?2 }2H/ i?2 }Hi2` rBHH +i QM 7QHHQr2/ #v i?2 QT2`iQ`- bm+? b ǳ2[mHbǴ- ǳMQi
2[mHbǴ- M/ i?2 pHm2X h?2 QT2`iQ`b +M p`v /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 ivT2 Q7 }2H/ M/ pHB/iBQM i?i Bb #2BM;
mb2/ b  }Hi2`- B2XX i2ti }2H/b +M ?p2 i?2 ǳ+QMiBMbǴ QT2`iQ` M/ }2H/b rBi? /i2 pHB/iBQM +M ?p2
ǳH2bb i?MǴ M/ ǳ;`2i2` i?MǴ b QT2`iQ`bX
b M2r }Hi2`b `2 //2/ mbBM; i?2 /`QT@/QrM- i?2v M22/ iQ #2 +QK#BM2/ rBi? 2Bi?2` P_ Q` L. HQ;B+H
+QMM2+iBQMX 6Q` 2tKTH2 B7 vQm rMi2/ QMHv `2+Q`/b rBi?  Hbi MK2 Q7 bKBi? M/ }`bi MK2 Q7 DQ?M- vQm
rQmH/ +QK#BM2 i?Qb2 irQ }Hi2`b rBi? i?2 L. +QMM2+iBQMX lbBM; M P_ +QMM2+iBQM rQmH/ ?p2 i?2 `2TQ`i
BM+Hm/2 MvQM2 rBi?  }`bi MK2 Q7 DQ?M M/ MvQM2 rBi?  Hbi MK2 Q7 bKBi?X
lbBM; i?2 /pM+2/ HQ;B+ `2KQp2b i?2 /`QT@/QrMb 7`QK i?2 TM2H M/ `2TH+2b i?2K rBi?  i2ti #Qt
b?QrBM; QMHv i?2 }Hi2` /2b+`BTiBQM mbBM; _2/+TǶb }Hi2` HM;m;2X lbBM; i?2 T`2+2/BM; 2tKTH2- /pM+2/
HQ;B+ 7Q` b?QrBM; }`bi MK2 Q7 DQ?M M/ Hbi MK2 Q7 bKBi? rQmH/ #2, ǳ(}`binMK2)4ǴDQ?MǴ L.
(HbinMK2)4ǳbKBi?ǴX _1.*T BM+Hm/2b  bvMit pHB/iBQM iQQH i?i rBHH T`QpB/2 722/#+F b iQ r?2i?2`
Q` MQi Mv bvMit 2``Q`b ?p2 #22M K/2- bm+? b #`+2b Q` [mQiiBQMb KBbbBM; Q` BM i?2 r`QM; TH+2X
h?2 M2ti b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 bi2T j TM2H Bb 7Q` HBp2 }Hi2`bX GBp2 }Hi2`b //  72im`2 iQ  `2TQ`i i?i rBHH +?M;2
M +iBp2 }Hi2` rBi?Qmi M22/BM; iQ 2/Bi i?2 `2TQ`iX  HBp2 }Hi2` +M QMHv mb2 }2H/b rBi?  KmHiBTH2 +?QB+2
ivT2- M/ i?2`2 `2  KtBKmK Q7 i?`22 HBp2 }Hi2`b i?i +M #2 /2bB;Mi2/ 7Q`  `2TQ`iX
6BMHHv- BM bi2T 9 vQm b2i i?2 /27mHi Q`/2`BM; 7Q` i?2 `2TQ`i QmiTmiX "v /27mHi- `2TQ`ib rBHH #2 bQ`i2/ #v
_2+Q`/ A. BM b+2M/BM; Q`/2`X uQm +M +?QQb2 mT iQ i?`22 H2p2Hb Q7 Q`/2`BM;- 2+? BM b+2M/BM; Q` /2b+2M/BM;
Q`/2`X
Pi?2` 1tTQ`i PTiBQMb
h?2 Hbi i# QM i?2 2tTQ`i T;2 Bb Qi?2` 2tTQ`i QTiBQMbX PM i?Bb T;2 vQm `2 T`2b2Mi2/ rBi? QTiBQMb iQ
8XkX AJSP_hAL: ahl.u .h 8R
6B;m`2 8Xd, h?2 Qi?2` 2tTQ`i QTiBQMb TM2H T`QpB/2b 2tTQ`iBM; M sJG }H2 Q7 i?2
2MiB`2 T`QD2+i Q` S.6b Q7 2+? /i BMbi`mK2Mi rBi? /i 7Q` HH `2+Q`/bX
6B;m`2 8X3, h?2 `2TQ`ib b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 bB/2#` T`QpB/2b  +QHHTbB#H2 HBbi Q7 i?2
++2bbB#H2 `2TQ`ib BM i?2 T`QD2+iX
2tTQ`i M 2MiB`2 T`QD2+i b M sJG }H2 Q` /i BM HH /i BMbi`mK2Mib b  S.6 }H2X h?2 sJG }H2 Bb
7Q`Kii2/ BM i?2 *.Aa* P.J 7Q`Ki M/ rBHH 7+BHBii2 i?2 i`Mb72` Q7  T`QD2+i iQ MQi?2` _1.*T b2`p2`
Q` iQ MQi?2` *.Aa* +QKTiB#H2 bQ7ir`2 bvbi2KX
aB/2#`, _2TQ`ib
PM+2 `2TQ`ib `2 //2/ iQ  T`QD2+i-  M2r bB/2#` b2+iBQM Bb //2/ +HH2/ _2TQ`ibX h?Bb b2+iBQM b?Qrb  HBbi
Q7 HH i?2 `2TQ`ib BM i?2 T`QD2+i #v MK2- M/ +HB+FBM; QM i?2 `2TQ`i rBHH `mM i?2 `2TQ`i M/ iF2 i?2 mb2` iQ
i?2 `2TQ`i T;2X PMHv `2TQ`ib i?i  mb2` ?b #22M ;Bp2M ++2bb iQ /m`BM; `2TQ`i +`2iBQM rBHH b?Qr mT QM
i?2 bB/2#`X
8Xk AKTQ`iBM; aim/v .i
h?2 /i BKTQ`i iQQH +M #2 M BKTQ`iMi T`i Q7 bim/v KM;2K2Mi- b Bi HHQrb i?2 /B`2+i mTHQ/ Q7
H`;2 pQHmK2b Q7 /i BMiQ  T`QD2+iX SiB2Mi /i rb T`2pBQmbHv biQ`2/ BM TT2` `2TQ`ib- M/ +QM/m+iBM; 
`2i`QbT2+iBp2 bim/v rQmH/ M2+2bb`BHv BMpQHp2 /B`2+i /i 2Mi`v BMiQ  bvbi2K HBF2 _1.*TX JMv BMbiBimiBQMb
MQr 2t+HmbBp2Hv mb2 2H2+i`QMB+ K2/B+H `2+Q`/b M/ Bi Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ ;2i /i BMiQ M 2tTQ`i2/ i#H2 7Q`KX lbBM;
i?2 /i BKTQ`i iQQH- QM+2 /i Bb +QMp2`i2/ iQ  ~i i#H2 7Q`Ki i?i Ki+?2b i?2 _1.*T ?2/2` }2H/b-
Bi +M #2 BKTQ`i2/ BMiQ  T`QD2+i BM QM2 bi2TX _1.*T T2`7Q`Kb #bB+ ivT2 +?2+FBM; M/ }2H/ pHB/iBQM
M/ rBHH H2`i i?2 mb2` iQ T`Q#H2Kb BM i?2 BKTQ`iX "27Q`2 }MH mTHQ/ _1.*T T`QpB/2b  T`2pB2r b iQ
r?B+? }2H/b rBHH //2/ Q` +?M;2/ QM+2 i?2 mTHQ/ Bb +QKTH2i2X
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6B;m`2 8XN, h?2 /i BKTQ`i T;2 T`QpB/2b  /i i2KTHi2 7Q` /QrMHQ/ M/
HHQrb mTHQ/ Q7 T`QT2`Hv 7Q`Kii2/ /i 7Q` BKTQ`iX
6B;m`2 8XRy, .i +QKT`BbQM iQQH T`QpB/BM; bB/2 #v bB/2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 irQ
`2+Q`/bX
8Xj *QKT`BM; aim/v _2+Q`/b
h?2 /i +QKT`BbQM iQQH T`QpB/2b  bB/2@#v@bB/2 pB2r Q7 irQ `2+Q`/b BM  T`QD2+iX hrQ bBKBH` +b2b +M #2
+QKT`2/ p2`iB+HHv i?Bb rv `i?2` i?M ?Q`BxQMiHHv b i?2v rQmH/ #2 BM  `2TQ`iX
8X9 oB2rBM; ++2bb GQ;b 7Q` uQm` aim/v
h?2 HQ;;BM; T;2 7Q`  T`QD2+i T`QpB/2b  +QKT`2?2MbBp2 ?BbiQ`v Q7 HH BMi2`+iBQMb M/ +?M;2b i?i ?p2
#22M K/2 iQ BiX 1p2Mib +M #2 }Hi2`2/ #v mb2`- /i2 `M;2- M/ ivT2 Q7 +?M;2X  HBbi Q7 T;2 pB2rb 7Q`
2+? T`QD2+i Bb HbQ pBH#H2- #mi MQi b?QrM #v /27mHiX
6B;m`2 8XRR, h?2 HQ;;BM; b+`22M 7Q`  T`QD2+i HHQrb b2`+?BM; 7Q` HQ;;2/ T`QD2+i
2p2Mib #v mb2` M/ 2p2Mi ivT2X
8X8X laAL: h>1 6A1G. *PJJ1Lh GP: 8j
6B;m`2 8XRk, PTiBQMH JQ/mH2b M/ +mbiQKBxiBQMb
6B;m`2 8XRj, h?2 }H2 `2TQbBiQ`v T;2 HBbib mTHQ/2/ }H2b- T`2pBQmb 2tTQ`ib M/
BKTQ`ib- M/ T`QpB/2b i?2 /BHQ; iQ mTHQ/ M2r }H2bX
8X8 lbBM; i?2 6B2H/ *QKK2Mi GQ;
h?2 }2H/ +QKK2Mi HQ; M/ /i `2bQHmiBQM rQ`F~Qr `2 mbmHHv /Bb+mbb2/ iQ;2i?2` bBM+2 QMHv QM2 Q` i?2
Qi?2` +M #2 mb2/ BM  T`QD2+i i i?2 bK2 iBK2X h?2 }2H/ +QKK2Mi HQ; biQ`2b M/ bbQ+Bi2b mb2` +QKK2Mib
iQ }2H/b BM  T`QD2+i /i#b2X h?Bb Bb mb27mH BM /Bb+mbbBM; i?2 ?BbiQ`v Q7  T`iB+mH` /i }2H/X h?2 /i
`2bQHmiBQM rQ`F~Qr T`QpB/2b  bvbi2K Q7 ~;;BM; M/ 7QHHQrBM; mT QM TQi2MiBH 2``Q`b rBi? /i 2Mi`v M/
T`QD2+i +QQ`/BMiQ`bX 6Q` KQbi bim/B2b i?2 }2H/ +QKK2Mi HQ; T`QpB/2b bm{+B2Mi `2TQ`iBM; M/ ?b  bKHH2`
H2`MBM; +m`p2X G`;2` bim/B2b- 2bT2+BHHv KmHiB@bBi2 bim/B2b- rQmH/ #2M2}i 7`QK i?2 /i `2bQHmiBQM rQ`F~Qr-
r?B+? KB``Q`b i?2 /i [m2`v bvbi2K HH H`;2 +HBMB+H i`BH KM;2K2Mi bvbi2Kb 2KTHQvX
8Xe aiQ`BM; 6BH2b a2+m`2Hv
h?2 }H2 `2TQbBiQ`v b2`p2b b  HQ+iBQM iQ b2+m`2Hv biQ`2 Mv /Q+mK2Mib `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 T`QD2+iX  +QTv Q7 HH
/i M/ `2TQ`i 2tTQ`ib `2 biQ`2/ ?2`2- b r2HH b /i BKTQ`ibX
8Xd oHB/iBM; M/ GQ+FBM; _2+Q`/b
b K2MiBQM2/ #27Q`2 HQ+FBM; b2`p2b b  rv iQ T`QpB/2 pHB/iBQM 7`QK  T`QD2+i +QQ`/BMiQ` i?i /i 7Q` 
`2+Q`/ Bb +QKTH2i2 M/ +Q``2+iX lb2`b ?p2 #Qi? HQ+FBM; M/ 2@bB;Mim`2 `B;?ib- M/ 2@bB;Mim`2b b2`p2 b i?2
?B;?2bi H2p2H Q7 pHB/iBQM 7Q`  `2+Q`/- b Bi `2[m2bib mi?2MiB+iBQM 7`QK i?2 mb2` T2`7Q`KBM; i?2 2@bB;MBM;-
M/ i?2 bB;Mim`2 +QMiBMb i?2 /i- iBK2 M/ mb2` MK2X
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6B;m`2 8XR9, h?2 2@bB;Mim`2 M/ HQ+FBM; KM;2K2Mi T;2 HBbib i?2 MK2 Q7
7Q`Kb 7`QK `2+Q`/b i?i ?p2 #22M HQ+F2/ Q` 2@bB;M2/X
8X3 *`2iBM; .i Zm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